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Be ready for Winter 2010-2011
Buy the logs now
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www.lenasparra.com
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REGISTERED CONTRACTOR
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hard landscaping
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vinocamino.com
great wines, great prices

expat insurance agency

See our advert on page 3
Tel 962728208 Calle los Sauces
10 Camp Lliria
Lliria. Jun 33 of the CV 35
www.magpies.es

Table top sale on June 19th, please ring
to book table. breakfast and bacon sarnies.

Sunday Lunch 7,95€ - Choice of Beef, Pork,
or Budget Sunday Lunch 4,95€

All this will mean fewer random checks to breathalyse
motorists or requests to see
their documents.

Booking
Only

Killer Pool Sunday 13th.5pm Free Table
Table Tennis For Kids Quiz Night Every Fri
BIG SCREEN Outside for football
Open Thurs , Fri 3pm/ Late
Fri - Sat -11am- till Late. .Sun 11am -10pm

SIXTY-ONE town councils in the Comunidad Valenciana have agreed to reduce
rubbish collection taxes if more waste is
recycled. The added cost of transporting
rubbish for recycling to the plants in Llíria
and Caudete, and its treatment, is likely
to be absorbed as a result of points systems and discounts across the region,

which will be in place from next year.
The towns that fall within the scheme include Utiel, Requena, Buñol, Chiva, and
surrounding areas, as well as the municipalities within the districts of Camp de
Túria, Serranía, Cortes de Pallás and Millares, mostly in the north and north-west
of the province of Valencia.

Carboot Rastro

BRI T I S H OPEN ALL YEAR
OWNED C AMPING

El Vergel Safari Park

Every Saturday
FANTASTIC LOCATION. 10 MINS
FROM OLIVA AND PEGO. OVER
100 STALLS
Public: 9.30 - 1.30
Stall Holders from 7.30

Call 630949816

Exodus of stallholders at
Xàtiva covered market

AFTER 13 years of trading, all bar five
stallholders at Xàtiva’s municipal market
have upped sticks.
They say they cannot compete with big
supermarkets and that they are finding it
hard to make ends meet because of the
recession and low takings.
Of the 12 traders in the indoor market,
which was opened in 1997, only five remain.
The market used to be in a large square
with stalls placed on 100-year-old stone
stands, but local authorities decided to
completely revamp and modernise the
building, moving the market into what
used to be the fishermen’s store room.
Stallholders complained at the time that
they did not have enough space to carry
out their trade and that there would be
no room for future stands.
This said, the Tuesday and Friday market
in Xàtiva in the open air, which was in
fact inaugurated by King Jaime I in 1250,
continues to be a hive of activity.

Bikers race round Alzira fiestas

Reduced rubbish rates to encourage recycling

Trader special offer!

Chicken, Fresh Veg all the trimmings, Desert

.com

Buying and selling stuff at

Officers have also been told
to communicate with each
other by text message rather
than calls as much as possible, to cut their mobile
phone bills.
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Breathalysing campaigns reduced
to cut police costs
FEWER police officers will be patrolling
the roads breathalysing motorists for the
foreseeable future,
in a bid to cut public
spending.
The ministry for the
interior has told the
Guardia Civil that it
has to reduce costs.
They have been told
not to patrol the
streets in cars so often, in order to save
money on petrol.
This extends to motorbikes and four-byfour vehicles. Instead,
police have been told
to concentrate on
static patrol units in
accident blackspots
and notorious crimeridden areas.

FREE!

Authorised Dealer

www.thetraderonline.es

FIREWOOD PARRA

Tel Gary 962728195

www.thetraderonline.es • Tel 902733622
Alicante
- Valencia - Castellon - Tarragona - Barcelona

BAR
R E S TAU R A N T

OP E N T O
PUBLIC

FISH AND
CHIPS,
PITCHES FROM 2000€ A YEAR INDIAN
CTRA.N-340 KM.1046 NIGHTS,
12580 BENICARLO
KARAOKE
CASTELLON
etc...
Tel 964470871
www.campingalegria.com
info@campingalegria.com

www.myvalencianhome.com
Tel 962 728 066, Mobile 637 185 746. Spanish: 663 562 877 .
Villa to be finished in Villar del Arzobsipo, two floors, 7 beds, 2 baths. 3000m2plot, 260m2built.
Deposit water, electric has to be solar &/or genny. .....................................79,000€ .(Ref 3747)
Beautiful 5 bedroomed villa in Villar del Arzobispo, recently reformed, spacious lounge,
kitchen with diner, one bath, 5 double beds. Terraces, pool. Mains utilities. Great value. 135m2
living space, 1100m2 plot. .............................................................................129,000€ (Ref 4048).
Property with potential in Villar del Arzobsipo, mains water and electric can be connected.
Two building on one plot & pool. 3000m2 plot, 150m2+50m2 built. .......40,000€ .(Ref 3662)

THE streets will be sizzling next month
in Alzira when a popular motorbike race
revs up the local patron saint fiestas.
Now in its 19th year, the Sant Bernat
Speed Trophy is organised jointly by Alzira
Motorcycle Club and the local authority.
It will take place on the industrial estate
where the auction market is located,
since the streets are wider, allowing for
greater room for movement for riders.
And this year, for the first time, entrance
is free.The race takes place on July 25.

For Rent
Aquilar
300 m2 Covered retail space
plus 250 m2 outside
fenced area.
Multipurpose Use. Ideal for
workshops Rastro or Retail
outlet. ample parking
Ideally situated on the
outskirts of Xativa
600 euros per month
Tel 634153664
Email: myvalencianhome@yahoo.co.uk
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NEW BRITISH CONSUL FOR
ALICANTE
The British Ambassador to Spain, Giles Paxman, has announced the appointment of the
new British Consul for Alicante, Paul Rodwell,
who is due to begin in August.
Paul is currently British Consul for Portimao,
Portugal, where he has been overseeing the
provision of consular assistance services to
British Nationals throughout the Algarve since
2008. Paul will bring experience of managing one of the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office’s (FCO) busiest consular operations to
the Alicante post, as well as his professional
experience outside the FCO. Before joining
the British consular operation Paul worked
in the hotel sector where he managed some
of the world’s top hotels in various countries,
working for the Hyatt Group amongst others.
As British Consul in Alicante, Paul will have
responsibility for the provinces of Alicante,
Valencia, Murcia, Castellón and Albacete. He
will lead the consular team in providing assistance to the 1,400 British Nationals each
year who experience a range of problems
from hospitalisations to detentions. Paul and
his team will also be providing services including issuing emergency travel documents
and notarial certificates.
The Ambassador said:
“I am delighted that Paul Rodwell will be joining us as the new Consul. The British Consulate in Alicante helps over 40,000 British
citizens every year, issuing 1,250 emergency
travel documents. It’s one of the busiest consulates in the world, and we strive to provide
a consistently excellent service to residents
and British visitors to the Alicante region.’
Until Paul begins in Alicante, Vice-Consul
Lloyd Milen will continue as Acting British
Consul. The recruitment process to fill Paul’s
vacancy in Portimao is currently underway, of
which more details can be found at
http://ukinportugal.fco.gov.uk

EMAIL:

advertise@thetraderonline.es •

Daily market commentary
02, June 2010

Deal or no deal?

Yesterday, Cable had its best 24 hours
in recent weeks as the Prudential-AIA
deal collapsed inducing a 260 pip rally.
This welcome boost for Sterling came
through the unwinding of billions of dollars bought in anticipation a merger
with one of South- East Asia’s largest
insurers. In addition to the Greenback
sell off, the pound found support with
positive PMI manufacturing data for
May reaching 58, a 16 year high, and
good housing data from the Land Registry report which indicated home prices rose 8.5% yoy, the fastest rise since
September 2007.
It was another poor day for the Euro
yesterday, with worrying signs that the
euro zone debt crisis may be spreading
to the banking system. Spain’s second
largest savings bank Caja Madrid is understood to have sought a bailout package worth €3 billion from a government
rescue fund.
This is a double hammer for the bank
who only last week had its rating placed
on Credit Watch negative by Standard &
Poor’s, which expects pressure on profits this year - further bad news for the
Bank of Spain as they push for mergers amongst the smaller saving banks.
The news sent shock waves into the
markets, the Euro fell to a 4 year low
against the Dollar and currently sits at
1.2233 and 1.1993 against Sterling at
the time of writing.
It was a mix bag of European data yes-
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New Initiative to Boost
Property Sales
By Mike Walsh

terday with EU statistics estimated that
10.1% of EU citizens were unemployed
and increase of 0.1% month on month.
However Germany indicated positive
unemployment data falling from 7.8%
to 7.7%. Furthermore boosts in export
as a result of the weaker Euro drove
the positive GDP growth in Germany,
France and Spain for the first quarter
of the year.
Finally, US manufacturing data from
overnight was certainly positive amid
signs that the US economy might indeed be able to reinvent itself as a
manufacturing hub. The data out of
China yesterday was certainly not particularly good but if the US economy is
stable, then the world economy stands
a chance of staying healthy in the long
term.
Report by Philip Ryan

don’t get squeezed by the
banks on exchange

The mortgage famine and a calamitous drop
in customer trust have brought Spanish offplan property sales to a standstill. Now, a
bank supported consortium has put together
a package that it hopes will break the impasse.
Solbank, part of Banco Sabadell, Spain’s
fourth largest bank, has reached an agreement to provide mortgages on properties
supported by a legally guaranteed certificate
of compliance. This is to be provided by Spanish Homes Network (SHN); a business school
initiative carefully structured to combine security with mortgage application.
The scheme is unique in that it provides both
the bank and the home buying customer with
maximum protection. The certificate of legal
compliance is provided by the nation’s big
four legal auditing firms.
José Manuel Luque, Managing Director of
Spanish Homes Network says: “The main
problem is not just the lack of trust created
by real estate issues, but also the difficulty of
finding finance for home purchase.” He adds
that the initiative will go some way to alleviate
concerns.
The latest data from Spain’s Ministry of Housing reveals that the glut of unsold off-plan
properties rose by 12 per-cent during 2009.
Combining newly built homes with those under construction brings the marketable properties total to over one million.
Solbank’s Cristina Pérez Zarza says that the
vacuum has to be filled by ‘new distributors
with a clear and strong strategy to boost both
the domestic and international property investment market.’ She is confident that the
Solbank SHN ‘partnership’ will achieve a
breakthrough.
Solbank will use the legal assessment certificates as a basis for deciding on the level
of mortgage lending. Customers will benefit
further from preferential interest rates on a
70 per-cent loan to value ratio.
Mike Walsh - Freelance Journalism, Marketing and Photography
662 06 74 90
Current Affairs Analysis : Events & Features : Columns and
Articles : Ghost-writing
www.michaelwalsh.es

expat insurance agency
Friends, family, hugs and food provide
the most happiness, a study shows

SPAIN is statistically the second-happiest
country in Europe, beaten only by Romania,
according to a survey carried out by Coca
Cola.
Friends, family and food are the main sources
of contentment, with 89 per cent of young
people saying they are content with their way
of life.
Around half of them say talking to their friends
is what makes them happiest, followed by
chatting to them on the internet and listening
to music.
Of all the people in Spain interviewed, 32 per
cent say their friends are their main source of
life’s pleasures, with 38 per cent saying their
happiest moments are spent eating.
Personal relations appear to be more important than career ambitions, with just 16 per
cent getting their happiest moments from
their working life, compared to 67 per cent
who say their partners are their greatest
source of contentment and 51 per cent attributing this to their families.
But on a global scale, Spain is exactly at halfmast – a total of 16 countries were studied,
and Spain ranked eighth.
The happiest countries in the world are Mexico, the Philippines, Argentina, South Africa,
Romania, the USA and Brazil, in that order.
According to the study, the UK is in ninth
place, followed by Italy, Russia, Belgium, China, Turkey, Bulgaria and France.

See our advert on page 3
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For money
transfers or
regular payments 965745471
Trader’
overseas - enjoy & quote ‘Inland
Quote Ref
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A04113
our great rates! inlandtrader@currenciesdirect.com

Contact your Valencian region
office to find out the safe and easy
way to save money on your
foreign exchange:
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British mum kills kids after
their paedo father is
arrested in Barcelona
BRITAIN’S most-wanted paedophile
– whose children were suffocated in a
hotel room by their mother – is being
held in a Barcelona prison until he is
extradited to the UK.
Martin Anthony Smith, 45, fled England
with his wife Lianne, 43, to escape the
course of justice when he was charged
with a number of offences of sexual
abuse against minors.
He reportedly raped an underage girl,
attempted to rape another and is also
charged with exhibitionism and several
other counts of sexual assault on children.
One of the girls in question is believed
to be his wife, Lianne’s daughter from a
previous marriage.
Smith was arrested at the door of his
house in Barcelona after the Mossos
d’Esquadra traced him to his home address.
In the meantime, Lianne is facing a jail
sentence for suffocating the couple’s
children, Rebecca, five, and Daniel, 11
months, with plastic bags.
She confessed to killing them at the
Hotel Miramar in Lloret del Mar before
attempting suicide, as she feared the
Spanish authorities would take the children away from her following the extradition of their father.

Valencia city
council slams
Guardian
article

AN article in The Guardian has caused a
stir in Valencia when it featured a photograph of three houses in the old fishermen’s district claiming they were facing
the bulldozer.
In fact, the homes on the picture, in the
Cabanyal neighbourhood, are among the
600 that the city council has agreed not
to demolish.
Jason Webster, reporter for The Guardian, recommended that people visit this
picturesque, historic area of Valencia before it was knocked down to make way
for the extension of the Avenida Blasco

Tel 902733622

Ibáñez as far as the seafront.
Alfonso Grau, the mayoress’ personal assistant and councillor for development,
said Webster ‘should have contacted
them first’ and they ‘would have given
him the opportunity to enrich his article’
by giving him full details about the plan.
Grau claims that the information and photographs were provided to The Guardian
by the pressure group, Salvem El Cabanyal, which is fighting the loss of family
homes and an attractive part of the city
steeped in history and tradition.
The plans have recently changed and almost 600 of the houses will now not be
knocked down, although the future of the
others remains uncertain.
However, Grau praised Webster for commenting in his article that ‘Valencia has
changed a lot for the better’ in the past
few years and that it is now ‘one of the
most fashionable tourist destinations in
Spain and Europe’.

Opening licences abolished for small shops
NEW laws regulating the retail trade
will mean that
shops in the Comunidad Valenciana
that are smaller
than 2,500 square
metres will not
need to obtain an
opening licence.
Also, they will be
able to open on

nine Sundays and
two bank holidays
per year.
Vicente Rambla,
minister for industry and commerce,
presented
the
terms of the law reform in parliament
last week.
He says the process of opening new

RENFE assures ‘minimum’ services
during rail strike
THE railway board has
assured that ‘minimum’
services will still be provided throughout three
quarters of the planned
strikes.
Workers will down tools
throughout the month of
June over working conditions, hours and pay.
But the RENFE says the
worst-hit times will be
Mondays and Wednesdays between 07.00hrs
and 09.00hrs, and from

•

18.00hrs to 20.00hrs.
Tuesdays and Thursdays
could see disruptions
between 08.00hrs and
10.00hrs, and between
19.00hrs and 21.00hrs.
Fridays and Sundays
are likely to be affected
between 07.00hrs and
11.00hrs, and later between 16.00hrs and
20.00hrs.
It is mainly the high-speed
long-distance trains that
will be hit, including the

shops will be made
simpler, but that
they will have to
adhere to regulations covering development plans,
the environment,
the protection of
cultural heritage
and of consumers.
More flexibility concerning prices, dis-

counts and special
offers will be given
to help the industry become more
competitive.
With over 70,000
shops in the region,
the retail sector in
the Comunidad Valenciana employs
over 300,000 people.

PRIVATE PROPERTY
SALES

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Buy direct from the owner.

Madrid-Sevilla,
MadridMálaga, Barcelona-Sevilla
and Barcelona-Valencia
routes.
Medium-length trips, including the Madrid-Ciudad-Real and MadridPuertollano services will
only be working at 65
per cent, whereas 75 per
cent of remaining services
have been assured. Urban
train services will not be
affected.
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More than one-fifth
of Spain now on
broadband
A TOTAL of 21.5 per cent of residents
in Spain are now on broadband rather
than dial-up internet access, reveals a
monthly report by the Telecommunications Market Commission (CMT).
The number of ADSL lines installed
across the country has broken the 10
million barrier for the first time.
This year, in the month of March alone,
90,000 people in Spain switched to
broadband, representing a year-on-year
increase of 8.4 per cent.
During the first quarter, alternative internet providers captured 57.3 per cent
of the market, whereas until recently,
Telefónica had the monopoly.
These figures go hand in hand with the
news that 440,000 residents changed
their landline telephone providers in
the first quarter of 2010.

Authorised Dealer

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

Tel 902733633

expat insurance agency
In your area, close to you
Over 20 years of insurance experience
Friendly and professional service
Competitive and special rates
Excellent products
Our products ( available in English, German, Dutch, Spanish)

Motorcar or Motorcycles
(Spanish & UK plated, maximum NCB )

Building and household protection
(all risk cover, accidental damages, etc)

•
•
•
•
•

Life Insurance
Golfers
Pet Plan
Shop/Office insurance
Pension Plans

•
•
•
•
•

Travel policy
Health cover
Civil liability
Pleasure boats
Mortgage Protection

Quick quotes without obligation

www.traderlotto.com

Call us for professional advise:
Karen: 667.054.853 (south)
Manuela: 687.798.572 (north)
Or send us an email: info.expatinsure@gmail.com
We will be pleased to assist you in English, German or Spanish
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Ontinyent-Fontanars road to open next month

Specialist Insurers for the
Expatriate Community

Catalunya

Insurance Services
For all your insurance needs under one roof.
All types of Motor insurance
Buildings and Contents – Private and Commercial
Travel, Pet, Marine & Funeral Plans
Life Assurance, Pensions, Loan Protection,
Accident and Health Insurance
For your free quote at competitive prices
Call us now 977493607/977 457017
www.catalunyainsuranceservices.com
Email:sales@catalunyainsuranceservices.com

Car repairs on all Makes and Models
Revision - Brakes Oil Leaks - Tracking
- Shock asorbers . Replacement Batteries - Tinted glass - Car Music System
Second Hand Cars for sale.
Translation Machine, if you don’t
speak Spanish. We have many
satisfied English Customers.
Av. Caballer Ximen De Tovia, 13- Xativa On
the main road along from the Train Station

Ontinyent Rastro
Open Wed, Fri, Sat, Sun 10am - 2pm

Find us on the industrial estate, behind
the old Eroski opposite Mcdonalds

English Shop Full English Breakfast
Cafeteria
4,10 €
Books Cards Spanish les
sons Fridays
Furniture,
10.30 - 12.30 5€
Clothes
11.00-12.00
Mobile phones
Hairdresser
Gold to buy and sell
and much
Every Sun 11.00-1.00.
more
Outside Spaces Available weather permitting
Legal advice centre, (wills Spanish &
English) Last sunday of every month

Please Contact: Sue 669339248
or Gill 696709886

GREAT news for residents in Ontinyent and
Fontanars dels Alforíns – the main road connecting the two towns will be open within a
month. The CV-660 works have lain dormant
for four years due to ‘problems’ with the company carrying out the development, according
to the ministry of public works.
Figure show that up to 2,000 vehicles a day
use the existing road linking the towns, and

up to 40 per cent of these are heavy goods
vehicles.
It means there are constant traffic jams, which
the CV-660 is expected to put an end to.
Residents were calling for the new highway
to be built for 25 years, but when work finally
started in 2006, it was left unfinished until
now.

‘Dangerous’ interchange in Sax, say residents
PARENTS of pupils at
a primary school in
Sax have complained
that the main road
running past it is
dangerous both to
themselves,
their
children and other
road-users.
Poor vision on the interchange and no priority system means
cars make risky manoeuvres, say mums
and dads whose kids
go to the school on

the newly-revamped
Avenida Historiador
Herrero.
They say the council
should have installed
a roundabout, which
would make it much
safer.
This road is heavily
frequented both by
vehicles and pedestrians, often several
hundred at a time,
and is particularly
dangerous
during

the rush hour.
Sax town council
agrees with the parents, as do motorists. But nothing can
be done until the
regional government
approves it.
However, mums and
dads who take their
own and their children’s lives into their
hands when they
cross the road every
day to get to the

school say they want
to see an interim
measure put in place
to regulate the traffic
until the roundabout
gets the green light.
Although there is
usually a police officer on duty stopping the traffic in the
mornings when kids
are on their way to
school, there is no
other form of control
during the rest of the
day.

Protest marches’ over suspension of hospital works
RESIDENTS and employees
at Ontinyent hospital are being encouraged by socialist
councillors to demonstrate in
the streets.
Plans to build access roads
to the new hospital have
been scrapped in favour of
constructing a new bridge.
Despite mayoress Lina Insa’s
assurances that the work on

the hospital will start ‘before
the next elections’, spokesman for the opposition Jorge
Rodríguez called for the people of Ontinyent to ‘go out on
the street without fear’.
Fellow PSPV member Rebeca
Torró said residents, unions
and employees of the hospital are ‘very concerned’ that
‘a project as important as the
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hospital’ is in danger.
“They must try to make themselves heard, be it via the
media, or by organising demonstrations,” Torró stressed.
Rodríguez reminded Insa that
the hospital is the ‘biggest
service-providing company’ in
Ontinyent and that unless the
works went ahead, around
100 jobs could be lost.

The Royal British Legion.
La Val d’Albaida.
The branches most recent monthly activity was a
visit with an English speaking tour guide, to the
Gandia Palace. This was a good tour and very informative, given by guide Sorin. Some 24 members
and guests attended. On completion Lunch was
taken at the Irelandia Restaurant in Castello de Rugat, which was excellent. At the lunch we launched
our Poppy Appeal 2010 fund raiser with our World
Cup Luck 7, which was met with much enthusiasm,
below is a picture of Members and guests on the
steps of Gandia Palace
Our branch meets every month for meetings, social
events etc,, Our next event is a Picnic in Agullent on
the 9th of June at 1300. For more information visit
www.rbl-albaida.synthasite.com. If you would like
to join our branch, ring Jenny on 962386126.

DEDICATED “HELP” MEMBERS
WALK FOR HAITI

Dedicated members of “HELP” took part in the
Charity’s Sponsored Walk on Saturday 8th May
and should be congratulated for their continuing
efforts to assist our less fortunate global neighbours still suffering the effects of the devastating
earthquake. Once again the weather was kind and
although the participating walkers were fewer than
on previous occasions as always a great time was
had in good company.

E1000 which will be on 22nd, 23rd and 24th June.
Last week saw our annual “Ashes Trophy” charity
day. They day is loosely El Cid staff (including bowls
club committee) vs. El Cid bowlers and all participants wear fancy dress while bowling. This year the
bowlers were determined to win as they had lost for
the last two years! It was a great day with a lot of
frivolity going on and spot prizes too. Overall the
bowler’s team won by a slim margin and Howard
Lumby (on behalf of the bowlers) was pleased to
receive the Ashes Trophy from Aldona (on behalf of
the staff). Congratulations to the fancy dress winners and well done to David and Barbara Bluff for
organising the whole event. Over €300 was raised
for charity, half going to Help for Heroes and half to
the Preventorio Children’s Refuge in Gandia. Photos of the day can be found on our club website.
The draw for the El Cid Australian Pairs Open has
now been completed. The order of play and team
sheets can be found on our notice board and also

New President for U3AOliva

on the club website. Entry is open for our forthcoming open competition with top cash prizes, the
E1000 which will be on 22nd, 23rd and 24th June.
New members are always welcome at El Cid Bowls
Club and training sessions can be arranged for new
bowlers, please contact El Cid Bowls Club on 96
640 4364. More details on all of the above can be
found on our website at www.elcidbowlsclub.com.

Inland Car Boot
Sale / Rastro

The AGM for Oliva U3A was held on May 27th. The
President, Joe Bellenie, reported another successful year, with membership now at an all time high of
422. Relationships with the local community and
the Town Hall are excellent, and the association
finances are in good shape, which will enable the
annual subscription to be reduced from eleven to
eight euros.
There were two nominees for President, Karmanie
Hastings and Jill Rowlands: Jill was elected in a
close contest.
The new Secretary, elected unopposed, is Helen
Lings, and the existing Vice President, Alan Mayhew, and Treasurer, Pauline Hammond, will continue in those roles. Two new committee members,
Dave and Victoria Orme, were also elected.
The new President and Committee will take over on
September 1st, and will continue to promote the
U3A principles of lifetime learning as an aide to a
long and healthy retirement.

Every Saturday and Sunday
Now Open
Large ﬂat shady pitches.
Licensed Bar / Food
Undercover seating area
Situated in Gaianes on cv750
from Muro de Alcoy

For stall enquiries
please phone
Jean 965515557 English
Kelly 650158177 Spanish

DO YOU WANT PEACE OF MIND FOR YOUR LOVED ONES
•
•

SPN are a dedicated Spanish company run by
ex-pats for ex-pats.
Fully experienced in the pre planning and problems
arising from bereavement in Spain.

•
•

24 hour English speaking helpline to assist whever
you are in the world .
Save your family having to find large sums of money
in advance and within a few days.

PLANS FROM 2350 EUROS (30.83 per month)
for a brief chat or a no obligation home visit from your local consultant tel our Regional office on 966284373
or mobiles 669746111-654696625 or contact us through our web site www.blenheimconsultancy.com

Guide
See page
20
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Smoking ban
put off yet
again
SMOKING in enclosed public places will probably not
be banned until January next
year, according to health minister Trinidad Jiménez.
She says the law could come
into force earlier if an agreement is reached between all
parties in Parliament.
Initially, Jiménez announced
that the start of 2010 would
see smoking banned in all
bars and restaurants, a move
that was then put off until June
1.
Widespread complaints from
cigarette-shop owners and
restaurateurs, who say they
will lose trade, be forced to axe
jobs and be hit even harder by
the recession, has led to further delays in the controversial
law coming into force.
Following changes to legislation covering smoking in January 2006, bars and restaurants of more than 120 square
metres were obliged to set up
sealed-off smoking areas with
extractor fans, or ban it altogether.
Smaller premises that chose
to continue to allow smoking
were not permitted to allow
under-18s enter the building.
In practice, 99 per cent of
bars and restaurants chose
to continue to allow smoking,
and customers insisted it was
their own choice if they wanted
to take their kids into smokey
pubs.
Many larger eateries decided
the cost of building smoking areas was prohibitive and higher
than the fines they could face
if caught.
But those who complied are
now up in arms, saying they
have set up smoking zones
at a cost – only for lighting up
to be banned altogether four
years later.
To add insult to injury, the government refuses to compensate them financially for their
efforts.
However, one of the proposals
made to soften the blow has
been to allow hotels and guest
houses to retain a percentage
of their rooms for smokers.
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Bank of Spain applauds government’s
cutbacks
THE Bank of Spain has expressed its support for the
state funding cuts on the
cards in order to reduce
the country’s debt to the
maximum permitted of
three per cent of the GNP.
It says the chances of this
happening in time for the
2013 deadline would be
‘substantially reinforced’
by the public sector salary
cuts announced.
In a bulletin issued by the
Bank of Spain and published this week, economists predicted that ‘confidence in the Spanish

euro ‘baby cheque’ and
the reduction in public
investments would save
5,000 million euros this
year and 10,000 million
next year.
Although the Bank of
Spain is still not sure

economy’ would ‘continue to grow’.
They expect the fiveper-cent decrease in
public sector workers’
salaries, a freeze on
pensions in 2011, the
scrapping of the 2,500-

Grand Prix driving dream
comes true for 96-year-old
speed-merchant
A 96-YEAR-OLD man’s life’s ambition to
whizz round a Formula One Grand Prix circuit has come true.
José Capote, who still drives – and whom
his wife Belén Jordán claims is a speedmerchant – said he was ‘a little nervous’
because “driving a Ferrari is a bit different
to my usual Volkswagen GTI.”
“For a start, the Ferrari has three pedals instead of two,” says José, who claims he has
always loved ‘speed and adventure’.
After being driven round Valencia’s street
circuit by International GT Open driver Álvaro Barba, to show him the ropes, José
took over the wheel and went for a spin
round the track.
Álvaro, who was with him in the passenger
seat in case of emergency, said José drove
the 530-horse power Ferrari ‘very well’.
Belén says she was not at all worried about
her husband driving such a powerful car,
because she saw how happy it made him.
José did not once glance at the speedometer during his ‘race’ around the street
circuit, but said he thought his adventure
would have been ‘more dangerous than it
actually was’.
“I’m not going to be a match for Fernando
Alonso, though,” he admitted.
It was José’s chiropractor, Ata Pouramini,
who made his patient’s dream come true.
Pouramini, who usually carries out such
missions for sick children, has been treating José for four years for a back problem
that has been ongoing since 1943 after he
injured himself in the prison gym, following
his incarceration during Franco’s régime for
supporting the Republicans.

of the wider impact
of these funding cuts,
it believes that confidence in the Spanish
economy will grow in
the second quarter of
this year.

Euribor rises for second consecutive month
THE Euribor sat at 1.249 per cent at the close of
May – the second-highest figure since September 2009.
But this second consecutive monthly rise still
means that homeowners will save an average
340 euros a year if their mortgage is on a variable rate. Financial data for the month of May
– which is due to be confirmed shortly by the

Bank of Spain – indicates that the consistent
fall in the Euribor that started in October 2008
with the Lehman Brothers’ collapse is a trend
that has come to an end.
A mortgage of 150,000 euros over a 25-year
period and a 0.25 per cent differential has been
an average of 340 euros cheaper per year over
the past 12 months.

expat insurance agency

See our advert on page 3

Beneficial Pre-paid
Funeral
Plans
Provided by Golden Leaves
a name you can trust!

BENEFICIAL
INSURANCE SERVICE
SPAIN

Fully Licensed
Construction company
Undertaking all aspects
of building works.
A Proffesional service
from start to finish
Business for sale. First class supermarket and internet cafe. Ideal
for a couple to run. For sale due to
owners retirement. To include all
stock. 60,000 euros.
Ground floor 3 bed. apartment
with private courtyard. Furnished.
79,000 euros
Oliva 4th floor apartment, no lift,
large with 4 beds. 69,000 euros.
Monte Pego, Spectacular views,
reformed apartment, 95,000 euros.
Oliva beach, 2 bed. ground floor
apartment with parking. 91,000 e
Bella Vista, 3 bed villa with pool. Needs
TLC. but great bargain. 176,000 euros.

ASSA for health care and funeral expenses

The Spanish way of funerals can often lead
to misunderstanding and leave people
confused at a time of distress, particularly
when your family and friends are a long way
from home. Will they know what to do, who
to call? Planning ahead and making provisions for your funeral will save the trauma
of knowing who they can turn to and by
planning ahead you can organize and arrange things according to your wishes.
Our secure, dignified and personal service
will give you peace
of mind in the knowledge that your funds
are backed by our
guarantee of trust.

Telephone: 965791222
Mobile: 625 470 765
info@beneficialspain.com
www.beneficialspain.com

Inflation Proof
Funeral Plans bought
at Today´s Prices will
Save you Money

Golden Leaves Funeral Plans are NOT an insurance policy
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Your Horoscope for the month of June
bY

Annabel Burton
Astrologer
june for Aries

At last your ruler, Mars, moves on and the energy you put into your working life,
health and general well being is paying off. You are much more organised than previously and have cleared
out a great deal of physical and emotional clutter. This is a month for meeting new people, rearranging certain aspects of your life on a practical level and is the start of a steep learning curve too. Around the 26th
you will find changes and exciting developments in your processional life. You are at a crossroads here, and
the choice is yours. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

june for Taurus All communications on every level are easier just now and this opens up new
doors for you. You are benefitting from the influence of Mercury until the 10th when you are under pressure
to give your finances some thought. If you are in business for yourself, then the eclipse around the end of
the month can bring important developments in this area. Meanwhile, your travel plans are well under way,
particularly in the first two weeks of June. There are changes ahead but you are inclined to stick with what
you know for as long as possible. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
june for Gemini While the Sun is in your sign, you are energized and finding expressing yourself

easy. You have the space and time to make a great impression, and you are tired of compromising the
brighter aspects of yourself simply to fit in with others’ expectations. Now you deal with life on your terms
with some outstanding results. Take note of Jupiter’s move in to fiery Aries after the 6th; this can bring
important and helpful people into your circle and there is an interesting foreign flavour to your dealings with
others. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

june for Cancer Romance and love are amazing for you at the start of June, and if you are not
on the best terms with those close to you, Venus can help to restore harmony. But there are exciting new
developments in your career too. Perhaps your ambitions are finally taking hold and your past efforts are
paying off, but make the most of opportunities in this area and have the confidence to go for something a
little out of reach. The Sun enters your sign on midsummer’s day and this marks a powerful turning point
for you, Have the best intentions to take you to new levels. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
june for Leo

This month, Mars finally leaves your sign. You can look back on quite a frenetic
period and see that you have brought about some changes and improvements. While the first three weeks
of this month brings links and connections with new people, and a stimulating time all round, you may be
keen for a little reflective time towards the end of the month. Make time for a little bit of pampering and
nurturing and sheer indulgence and of course, you deserve it. Finances are volatile in June too, but with
some clever decisions here and there you can turn around a tricky situation. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

june for Virgo

This month Saturn in your sign moves forward again. Perhaps you have noticed
a return to situations form the past, but now you are a little older and wiser and make informed decisions
based on your experience, not what other people tell you to do. This in itself earns you respect and you
can be very effective should you wish to make a mark in a professional capacity.As it is, the Gemini Sun
helps with your future direction and while you maybe reconsidering certain aspects of your career, there
is plenty of downtime too. Romance with a new partner is possible, if you are single. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv

june for Libra Variety is the spice of life, and this month is remarkable for the amount of differ-

ent and unusual experiences you could have. You get away from the dull routine of every day and start to
think outside the box. The links with Jupiter and Uranus can bring a shift in your thinking and it’s a great
time to go on courses or take part in something you have never done before but always fancied trying out.
Your intuition is spot on and this helps with understanding what someone’s motivation within a relationship. Make the most of career opportunities around the 21s. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

june for Scorpio While to a certain extent you can stand back and observe what is happening

from a different perspective, nevertheless you intuitively understand that these are important times and
you are very much part of it. The Gemini Sun favours all kinds of communication and connections with others so it’s great for networking and getting to know new people, and as the month develops you see exactly
how this can work. Be yourself at all times and avoid the desire to rush in to a situation without thinking
through the consequences firs. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

june for Sagittarius While exciting links with your ruler, Jupiter, and the planet of change and
the unexpected, Uranus, can bring surprising results at the start of the month, you relish the opportunities
this brings. Not one to shy away from an adventure, you get to grips with a rapidly changing situation and
help along what needs to happen. Nevertheless, with the focus on relationships, you must not forget the
importance of shared visions and endeavours for your future direction. You are entering a hugely creative
phase. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
june for Capricorn

Your rule, Saturn, is once more back into a fellow earth sign briefly and
this suits you and what you expect from life. However, while you maybe looking further afield for where you
need to be it’s a time when you need to do your homework and prepare for possibilities. There is a volatile
mood to the month an important changes can effect your decisions. You are able to deflect any obstacles
to your chosen course with relative ease by your innate determination. Life is a bed of roses but there are
a couple of thorns in your side. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

june for Aquarius Your financial situation has been undergoing a change and this can effect
how it you earn your cash. You have been looking at alternatives here, and an amazing opportunity could
come which promises more than it can deliver. On the one hand you like the idea of something new, but
see that you have to sell this to friends and loved ones who have a more cautious nature. Still, your desire
for variety is matched for your need for some kind of security too, so you will do the right thing. Your most
creative time is in the first three weeks of June. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
june for Pisces Jupiter, planet of opportunity, leaves your sign this month with a spectacular link

to Uranus in your sign, and all this in the first week. Life is never boring just now and you can enjoy the ups
and downs, but if it’s a quiet time you are looking for then wait until the fourth week, which can be excellent
for a holiday or short break. But this month also brings up close the idea of boundaries and barriers. You
need to assert where these are for you and adjustments may have to take place. If you are starting something new, then lay down the ground rules at the start. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
© Copyright 21st Century, Annabel Burton web

The blonde and
the lawyer

A lawyer and a blonde are
sitting next to each other on
a long flight from London to
New York.
The lawyer leans over to her
and asks if she would like to
play a fun game. The blonde
just wants to take a nap, so
she politely declines and rolls
over to the window to catch
a few winks. The lawyer persists and explains that the
game is really easy and a lot
of fun.
He explains” I ask you a question, and if you don’t know
the answer, you pay me £5,
and vice-versa.”
Again, she politely declines
and tries to get some sleep.
The lawyer, now somewhat

agitated, says, “Okay, if you
don’t know the answer you
pay me £5, and if I don’t
know the answer, I will pay
you £500!.” Figuring that
since she is a blonde that he
will easily win the match.
This catches the blonde’s
attention and, figuring that
there will be no end to this
torment unless she plays,
agrees to the game.
The lawyer asks the first
question. “What’s the distance from the earth to the
moon?”
The blonde doesn’t say a
word, reaches in to her
purse, pulls out a five pound
note and hands it to the lawyer.
Now, it’s the blonde’s turn.
She asks the lawyer: “What
goes up a hill with three legs,
and comes down with four?”

A scouser walkes into the local welfare
office to pick up his cheque

.

He marched straight up to the counter and
said, ‘Hi. You know, I just hate drawing benefits. I’d really rather have a job.’ The social
worker behind the counter said, ‘ Your timing is excellent. We just got a job opening
from a very wealthy old man who wants a
chauffeur and bodyguard for his beautiful
daughter. You’ll have to drive around in his
2008 Mercedes-Benz CL, and he will
supply all of your clothes. Because of the
long hours, meals will be provided. You’ll
also be expected to escort the daughter

Ouch, bee-sting golf!

A woman set off one morning on a round of
golf, but it wasn’t long into her round that
she got attacked and stung by a bee. It was
very painful, and she was a bit shocked, so
she decided to abandon the game and head
back to the club house.
When she got there, the club pro approached
her and asked, ‘You’re back early, something
the matter?’
She replied, ‘ I’ve just been stung by a bee,
and it really hurts. I don’t want to play any
more’.
‘Where did you get stung?’ the pro enquired.
‘Between the first and the second hole,’ she
answered.
The pro shook his head in a knowing way and
said, ‘ Well that will be because your stance
is far too wide’....

Cross Eyed Teacher
Did you hear about the cross eyed headmaster? He couldn’t control his pupils

Flowers for pretty lady
A man comes home drunk knowing his wife
will not open the door. So he knocks on the
door and says “Flowers for pretty lady!”
His wife opens the door and asks “where
are the flowers?”The man goes “Where’s the
pretty lady?”

The lawyer looks at her with
a puzzled look. He takes out
his laptop computer and
searches all his references.
He taps into the Airphone
with his modem and searches
the Net and the British Science Museum. Frustrated,
he sends E-mails to all his
co-workers and friends he
knows. All to no avail.
After over an hour, he
wakes the blonde and hands
her £500. The blonde politely
takes the £500 and turns
away to get back to sleep.
The lawyer, who is more
than a little miffed, wakes
the blonde and asks, “Well,
so what IS the answer!?”
Without a word, the blonde
reaches into her purse,
hands the lawyer £5, and
goes back to sleep”

on her overseas holiday trips.
This is rather awkward to say, but you will
also have, as part of your job assignment, to
satisfy her sexual urges, as the daughter is
in her mid-20s and has a rather strong sex
drive. A two-bedroom loft type apartment
with plasma TV, stereo, bar, etc.
located above the garage, will be designated for your sole use and the salary is
£200,000 a year.The scouser says ‘You’re
bullshittin me!’
The social worker answered ‘Well you started it.

From Terry McKenna

Out cold!

Three men are sitting in a room smoking
cannabis. After a few spliffs they run out
of gear. One of the men stands up and
says,
‘Look, we’ve got loads more tobacco, I’ll
just nip into the kitchen and make one of
my specialty spliffs.’Off he goes into the
kitchen where he takes some of the spices from the spice rack, grinds them up
and rolls them into a spliff. On his return
he hands it to one of his smoking partners
who lights it and takes a long drag. Within
seconds he passes out.
Ten minutes go by, then an hour, and he’s
still out cold, so they decide to take him
to the hospital. On arrival he is wheeled
into intensive care. The doctor returns
to his friends and asks, ‘So what was he
doing then - Cannabis?’ ‘Well sort of’, replies one of the guys, ‘But we ran out of
gear, so I made a home-made spliff.’‘Oh’
replies the doctor, ‘so what did you put in
it?’ ‘Um, a bit of cumin, some turmeric, garam masala and a couple of other spices.’
comes the answer
The doctor sighs, ‘Well that explains it.
He’ll be here for 3 weeks before he wakes
up.’ ‘Why, what’s wrong with him?’ asks
one of the men.
The doctor replies,...............................
‘He’s in a korma’.
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Now you have a choice

GARDENING HINTS AND TIPS
By Clodagh and Dick Handscombe. Holistic gardeners and
authors living in Spain for 25 years.

MAKE THE BEST OF YOUR APARTMENT
In the past half century
many previously green
stretches of coastline and
inland agricultural land on
the outskirts of villages
have been built on not
only for villas but for apartment blocks. Unfortunately only 10 to 15 percent of
these apartment blocks
show any sign of greenery
when with a little effort
window sills, balconies
and open and covered
terraces could be attractive outdoor living spaces.
And not only attractive
with flowering plants but
also productive with the
growing of medicinal and
culinary herbs, mini fruit
trees and vines and vegetables grown in a variety

of containers from pots to
growing tables or huertos
urbanos in Spanish.
Luckily how to do such
things are explained in
our recently published
book ‘Apartment Gardening Mediterranean Style’ .
And they are in fact easier
than in a villa garden. For
instance you don’t get
muddy feet, the area is
smaller so takes less time,
with terrace lights one can
garden night and day ,
with covered terraces one
does not get wet when it
rains and if you only buy
plants suitable for sunny,
semi shaded and shady
areas you will not loose
plants in the hottest summer months.

BT Line Rental
BT Voice and Line Rental 13.97€ /month plus I.V.A

This book can be found
in high street bookshops
such as Bookworld and
Carrefor and internet
shops such as Santana
Books and Bookworld. If
you have no internet links
the book can be obtained
by phoning 952-485838.
© Clodagh and Dick
Handscombe.

Europe and USA Calls at 4 cents/min
Spanish Landline Calls at 3 cents/min
Calls to Spanish mobiles 10 cents/min***
Includes full maintanence of your line. English speaking technical
department. Answer phone in English
*** Mobile connection 15 cents. Includes all major mobile providers
except Yoigo

Broadband Internet packages

ADSL BT GO + Spanish Calls 36.50€
includes 2000 mins of calls in Spain.
• Free wireless router
• Up to 6Mb ADSL Broadband Internet
• 2000 minutes of Spanish landline calls (any excess
charged at 3 cents/min) Europe* calls 4 cents/min
• Calls to Spanish mobiles 10 cents/min***
• Free 50Mb Web Subdomain
• Free email account
• Panda 2009 Antivirus + Firewall 36.50€/month**

26,50€/month for the first 6 months

30% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
HOLIDAY RENTAL IN ALCOCEBRE
HOLIDAYS IN ALCOCEBRE
Excellent apartment first line
APARTMENTS FOR 2-4 PEOPLE
4-6 PEOPLE
6-8 PEOPLE

See Dates for Discounts

VISIT OUR WEB

www.basalco.com

ADSL + Europe + Spanish calls 42,90€
Includes 400 mins of calls to UK and
Europe Landlines plus 1000 mins of
calls to Spanish Landline.
• FREE wireless router
• Up to 6Mb ADSL broadband Internet
• 400 minutes of Europe* calls (any excess charged at 3.2
cents/min)
• 1000 minutes of Spanish landline calls (any excess
charged at 3 cents/min) Calls to Spanish mobiles 10
cents/min*** Free 50Mb Web Subdomain
• 4 Free email accounts Panda 2009 Antivirus + Firewall

32,90€/month for the first 6 months

BT USB Dongle Internet 25€
Ideal if you have a track radio phone and need
faster internet speeds.
• Ideal alternative to dial up. upto 3,6 Mb. plug and play.
Use anywhere
• 1.5 GB allocated every month. USB modem one off fee
of 79 € + i.v.a
• 25.00 €/month
• Plus BT Line Rental 13.97€/month)

BASALCO, cami L’Atalla SL 17-A

Tel 964412540 - 964412018
Our new email address is: info@cxivert.com
LUXURY APARTMENTS FOR SALE AND HOLIDAY RENTAL

Teland902733633
we will return your call to
discuss your requirements.

Mon-Fri 10am-1.30 & 5pm-8pm
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What does your Garden reveal
about you..?

PETS
SPAMA GANDIA SHELTER Dog
and cat rescue registered
charity, La Safor area. 500
animals awaiting re-homing.
Shelter open 7 days a
week 12noon - 2.00pm &
3.30pm - 7.00pm. (Spanish
speaking staff) or phone
Gail 962 896 118 / Lesley
962 813 226 Visit our
website for directions.
www.spama.org and view
our new blog at www.
spama-safor.blog.com.es
PLEASE HELP US TO HELP
THEM

Visit SAT to find your longed
for pet. On your first visit
you can see the large
dogs, medium, small. Not
forgetting little puppies, at
SAT you’ll see them all. Our
website address is www.
satanimalrescue.com and
our telephone number is
966 710 047. The kennels
is situated in Dolores
which is approximately 20
kilometres south of Alicante
airport.
Denia Cat Protection League
– Aldea Felina
Nami is a grey/white
kitten cat whose litter of
kittens are now ready for
adoption. If you would like
to adopt Nami, or any of
her kittens, please call
Lynda on 648100629 or
our help-line 649540612
between 11am and 5pm.
Aldea Felina, The Denia
Cat Protection League, is a
charity registered in Spain
to shelter, feed and re-home
cats abandoned in the
Denia area. Why not visit
our new website at http://
aldea-felina.blogspot.com

La Sociedad Protectora de
Animales, Castalla Jaime, 3
years, 36 cm, is brought
in on the 1st of November
2008. He is coming from
a pound in Murcia which
was forced to close. At
first he was a bit timid but
now he is very social and
friendly. He loves to go out
walking in the mornings,
walks well on the lead, as
well as off the lead. www.
protectoradecastalla.
com Anna: 627566145
(Spanish)
Marilene:
669755920 (English + NL)
P.E.P.A
Paddington was born mid
January and from an early
age has been handled and
fed by people. She’s therefore a well socialised and
affectionate pup. She’s
also very bright and shows
a real ability to learn commands. Her vet stated that
she will be a small GSD
looking dog. Paddington
has all her puppy vaccinations.

Troy is a castrated
Mastiff
X,
approximately
6
years old. He’s a
large
handsome
dog with beautiful
markings - and a
nice temperament to
boot. Troy is used to
mainly living outside
the house and so
would suit someone
living in the country.
An ideal pet cum
“guard dog”. For
more
information
please phone 650
304 746. www.
pepaspain.com

To coincide with the opening of RHS Chelsea Flower
Show on 25th May, the UK’s favourite astrologer
Russell Grant has revealed what your Garden says
about you and your Star Sign!
Whether you prefer Wild Flowers, a Water Garden or
masses of fragrant flowers, see what Garden style
is best suited to your individual Star Sign:

Aries
This dog is very bad treat and left in the campo.
She is a very,very, lovely dog. She is desperat looking for a home and a boss how will love her , nothing more. You can imaging wat people have done to
here if ou see her. If you will have her ,pleas call :
Henk Hirdes, tel. 962135354,
e-mail : hirdesvrooy@gmail.com

ArIes might put a lot of thought into its creation but
they won’t want to feel committed to having to put
constant and regular effort into their garden. They
will therefore go for the natural look such as weathered tree trunks, long grasses, wild flowers and water features that look more like a happy accident
than anything that has been contrived or planned.
If you take a look at an Arian’s garden, you will get
a good idea on how busy their lifestyle is at that
particular time. If for instance the garden is thriving, with flowers colourful and blooming, Aries will
be going through a more relaxed phase of life. If the
plants are all shriveled and the lawn full of weeds
it is likely Aries is up to his or her eyes in commitments elsewhere. This is when their garden is the
last thing on their mind.
Aries doesn’t mind a bit of clutter around them and
will not be a fussy gardener.

Taurus
Free Pets Classifieds
have moved to page 23
Free to a good home Inland Trader and Coastal
Trader Continue to support and sponsor all animal Charities by way of
Free advertising. If you
run an Animal shelter
then feel free to email
your details.

June 2010

Tel 902733622

this little dog is in desperate need of a good home,
and so are all her puppies. she is an extremely
intelligent dog and will make a wonderful pet for
someone! my contact email is lindylu73@yahoo.
co.uk and my phone numbers are, 962707229 /
680790059 Pedralba, near Lliria. Lin Shepherd

FREE TO GOOD HOME Desire Kittens New
Home - Eating dry kitten food, 7 wks old,
2 boy’s & 2 girl’s, Calico & Tabby Cross Ontinyent 962 384 094

0034 966182838

BARK PARK N RIDE to Alicante airport’
Ask for further details

ORANGE GROVE
CATTERY NOW OPEN
Telephone For Details
Margaret 685 615 348

SPAMA APPROVED

Taurus loves nature and will take an avid interest in
all the wildlife in their garden. In fact their garden
is likely to be a wildlife haven, designed especially
to attract a range of wildlife visitors. Taurus will be
careful about the type of weed and pest control
they use and will prefer organic methods.
They will plant wildflowers native to their environment and blooms that will attract butterflies and
birds in the summer. Expect to see plenty mature
trees in the Taurean’s garden but there will also be
a formality to their garden which will contain pretty
pathways, ornamental features and neat lawns. A
quentisential picture of nature’s serenity!
Ruled by Venus, Taurus has an affinity with nature;
they love the countryside and enjoy witnessing the
changing seasons.

Gemini
If the Gemini garden reflects their personality, it is
likely to have a lot of interesting features that will
catch the eye and make a good talking point for
visitors. Both by day and by night, this garden will
have strategically placed trees, bushes and architectural features that will delight the eye. They’re
likely to use outdoor garden lighting to spotlight and
enhance their favourite pieces.
Young at heart the Gemini will have gnomes and
leprechauns hiding behind bushes and animal
statues in the most unexpected places. If there are
trees there is bound to be a tree house somewhere
in the branches and Gemini will spend as much
time there as the kids do!
There will also be half finished projects all about
the place showing the Gemini’s love of learning
through trial and error.

Cancer
There’s something homely and ancient about the
Cancerian’s garden. It will feel as if it has been
established for years even if it was designed fairly
recently. The Cancerian will embrace the challenge
of growing their own food and will have a kitchen
garden or at least a corner plot full of herbs, vegetables and other edible plants and trees. In their
greenhouse, Cancer will grow tomatoes and strawberries, peppers and winter salads. It’s not just
about saving money because Cancer will enjoy nurturing their garden. There’s a sense of pride in being able to feed their family through produce grown
on their own property.
Many items in the Cancerian’s garden will have
sentimental value. The bird bath might have been
a gift from a grandparent, the pear tree planted to
commemorate a birth in the family, the lavender, a
reminder of an aunt’s favourite perfume.

PROFESSIONAL ANIMAL AND HOUSE
MINDER...over 20 years experience,
leave you pet in a caring home with
secure garden and country walks,
Alternatively I can stay at your place.
Refs.Available Tel: Lorraine 962830016
lorrainespain@hotmail.com

...........................................................................
15kg natural dog food 39,99€ incl delivery,
all flavours including salmon and potato! Cost
Savings over equivalent leading brands, free
knowledgeable advice, friendly service. Tel:
690071333 www.BettysOriginal.com shop
online
..........................................................................

Cancer will treasure the reminders of the past within their garden and will look forward to each growing season.

Leo
The Leo’s garden is likely to be full of colour and
creativity. Theirs is a garden that inspires hope and
warm feelings. Leo will be constantly experimenting and in the spring they will introduce new plants,
enjoying the anticipation of what they might sprout
into. The Leo’s garden in the summer will be vibrant
and magical with sweet fragrances. There is likely
to be a variety of yellow and orange flowers that are
great for attracting insects and birds. Leo will go
for plenty curves and interesting features as well
as colour.
Many Leos will have a rose garden as this is a flower
that stirs their soul. Leo is a huge-hearted sign and
roses have inspired poets and writers for thousands of years. The Leo’s rose garden will be in a
spot where they can admire the sight and enjoy the
fragrance of these beautiful flowers every day.

Virgo
Virgo is one of the earth signs; they love nature
but there is also a perfectionist side to their nature
that suggests they prefer to see things tidy and in
control. For that reason their gardens are likely to
be carefully cultivated and quite formal in nature.
Expect to see lawns with crisp neat edges, well-defined pathways and clipped hedges. A water garden
will add a touch of movement although fountains
and ponds are likely to again have distinct shapes.
The Virgo’s garden will be designed for visual harmony and tranquility reflecting the Virgo’s orderly
nature. Balconies, patios and decks will be decorated with terra cotta or wood containers (no plastic pots for the Virgo) planter boxes and attractive
hanging baskets.

Libra
Of concern to Libra will be the ecological balance of
their garden. They will enjoy designing a patch that
will attract wildlife and this is how they keep unwanted pests at bay. Libra loves beauty in all forms
and the colourful moths, butterflies, insects and
birds that visit their well-planned garden plot will
add an extra dimension to their specially designed
vista. There will be nothing ugly or overgrown here
but there will be features that will provide yearround interest.
The Libran will put time an effort into the design;
their aim will be for their garden to look a natural
part of the landscape. However they’re likely to employ someone else to do all the dirty work!

Scorpio
The Scorpio loves perfection and that’s why there’s
always something tidy and picture perfect about
their garden. And yet it doesn’t look contrived or unnatural. The Scorpio’s garden is likely to look attractive with a lot of colour and texture and no matter
how carefully designed it may be, the aim will be for
it to look quite natural. A small stream might flow
into a larger pond, a lawn leading to hedges and
woodland beyond.
There may be a formal side and a wild side which
provides a haven for wildlife and birds. The Scorpio’s garden would never suffer from neglect. If they
can’t attend to it, they will find someone who will.
Like all other areas of their life Scorpio would take
their gardening responsibilities very seriously.

Sagittarius
Some people call them weeds, Sagittarians know
them better as wild flowers. Just as the Sagittarian
hates to be tamed or subdued, their gardens will
be spacious and informal. Here, flowers, trees and
shrubs are left to develop under natural conditions.
This may not be the best garden in town but it will
draw people’s attention as it lends a natural, undisciplined air with nature herself being given the
controlling hand in its construction.
So there will be something untamed, wild and wonderful about the Sagittarius garden. It might always
look like a work in progress! Sagittarius is a wild life
lover and will place more priority to the needs of the
birds, insects and animals that might live and find
shelter in their garden than in its appearance.

Spacious purpose built
Insulated Kennels
Mosquito netted Windows
Brush Protected Guillotine Doors
Pets walked on our 10,000 sqm field
L´Olleria
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Bird baths will always have water, birdhouses will
always be well stocked with nuts and other tasty
titbits. Dead vines will be left trailing for birds to
eat the seeds. Sagittarius would be happy to have
a wildflower meadow as a garden, providing a natural habitat for insects and small mammals. While
add a small or even large garden pond and they will
have their own little wildlife sanctuary!

Capricorn
There is likely to be a strong sense of traditional
landscaping in the Capricorn’s garden. Practical
by nature, Capricorn will appreciate how gardens
in the past were planned for purely functional reasons. Big garden plots would have been used to
feed families and Capricorn will still enjoy this purposeful kind of gardening.
The Capricorn’s garden might be designed around
specific focal points. Whether large or small, the
eye will be directed to a dramatic ornamental statue, an attractive water feature or an unusual plant
or tree. After noticing this focal feature, more new
things will be noticed as the Capricorn’s aim is for
people to discover their garden slowly with appreciation, rather than take it in all at once.
Rock gardens that mimick a mountainside, with
perennials that will grow for years and that need
little attention are also perfect for those born under
the sign of the Goat.

Aquarius
There will be plenty to surprise and delight in the
Aquarian’s garden. Rather than going for anything
traditionalist or formal, Aquarius will delight in
deconstructing old garden designs and ideas to
experiment with new ones. Those born under this
imaginative and creative sign will not stick with
rules about where they should and should not dig
or which flowers to plant side-by-side. They will go
with what feels right for them. Somewhere there
will be a garden hut that contains all sorts of unusual gadgets and tools designed to make gardening easier!
The Aquarian’s garden will reflect their artistic eye.
There may be sculptures that don’t appear to go
well together and yet, there will be something intriguing about them. Variety, colour and texture all
go to make for something imaginative, special and
fun.

Pisces
The Pisces garden will reflect their love of peace
and tranquility. It will be a serene place where people will feel comfortable and at ease. The nurturing
side of the Pisces nature will make sure that their
garden has everything it needs to develop and grow
into something that is both relaxing and pleasing to
the eye. Scents here are vibrant and flowers will be
carefully selected for their aroma. A combination
of colours, all complementing each other will be
evidence of the romantic and sensitive side of the
Piscen’s nature. Pisces is likely to go for the weathered look no matter what the age of their garden
with even a newly designed Pisces garden looking
as if it was established decades ago.
www.russellgrant.com

If so why not join the ‘Espana Levante’
Branch of the Submariners Association, We
meet twice a year, April and November in Benidorm. We currently have 20 plus members,
and are always looking for more. For further
details visit: www.submariners-spain.yolasite.com The meetings are held on Saturdays,
but most members and guests make a weekend of it, great fun, plenty of Tot times, a gala
dinner on the Saturday night. Next Reunion
weekend is 19/20/21 November. If you are
interested follow the instructions on the Website, or ring me on 966336109.
Tim Greensides PRO/Webmaster.

NEW GIFT SHOP GALLERY AND
WELL-BEING CENTRE OPENING IN
CUMBRE DEL SOL, BENITACHELL
The Gallery opens on the 5th July 2010.
Preparations are now underway to ensure a
smooth launch.
The Gift Shop Gallery will be a place where
everyone is welcome to visit. The location
is fantastic with uninterrupted sea views.
Please come and see us we have many lovely
gifts for sale, have a coffee or a bite to eat,
relax and have a happy day with us.
There is a separate space in the gallery allocated for well-being classes. At the moment there will be Reikki and Yoga available.
If you are a holistic practioner looking for a
new venue to hold your classes or treatments
please contact us. Our rates are very competitive and the venue is spectacular.
The gallery has openings for artisans and
craftspeople to exhibit their work. As an introductory offer for the first three months the
cost to exhibit will be 5 euros a month plus
10% of sales. This is a community based enterprise which will ensure that costs will always be supportive of artists. We exhibit any
work that has been hand-crafted, designed or
made.
We run a club separate to the Gallery which
has an open membership policy for all artisans and craftspeople. The club provides
numerous benefits to its members such as:
on-line gallery, website, advertisements and
social club. Joining is completely free of
charge.
This is a community based enterprise and
we are looking for the following items: Desk
& Chair, Bistro table & chairs x 2 and display
cabinets. Get in touch if you are having a
clear out of such items. (Rustic or real wood
preferred) We meet up regularly to exchange
ideas, make friends and have fun. Please see
our website for details under Events at www.
elclubcasero.com or contact Tanya on 63
692 9326.
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U3A Denia
Astronomy group
invitation hood that other
Following the
recent
popular talk by Paul
Money,
the
U3A Denia Astronomy group
would like to
invite members
of the public
to a talk by the
well known UK
astronomer Professor Ian Morison. The talk
is entitled ‘The
search for extra
terrestrial intelligence in the
21st Century’.
Ian describes
his talk as :“describing our
attempts to detect the presence of other
advanced civilisations, explain
why we should
not be too disheartened by
our failure so far
and how a giant
radio telescope,
due for completion in 2020,
would give us a
realistic chance
of searching the
whole Galaxy.
It will also take
a realistic look
at the likeli-

advanced civilizations
are
present in our
galaxy – and,
even if they
were,
would
they try to communicate with
us? We might
even be alone!”
The talk will take
place on Saturday 12th June
at 7 p.m. In the
first floor auditorium of the
Casa De Cultura
in Denia.
It is expected
to last approximately an hour
and a half.
Ian Morison is
a lecturer in
Astronomy
at
Manchester
University, and
Gresham College, as well
as working at
Jodrell bank Radio observatory.
He writes for
Astronomy Now
and Sky at Night
magazines, as
well as making
television appearances and
writing books on
Astronomy. He
has had an as-
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PLAYING AT THE
17 July

Albir Beach

20.30

18 July

Denia Theatre (c/Calderon, 4)

21.00

19 July

Amphitheatre, Benidorm

21.30

20 July

alongside Castle Moraira

20.00

21 July

Amphitheatre, Calpe

20.30

22 July

Lady Elizabeth School, Lliber

12.30

22 July

Church Square, Jalon

20.30

/,216,17(51$7,21$/
talk, but a voluntary donation
would be appreciated to cover
some of Ian’s
travel costs. (suggested -1 euro
per person).
For any queries
please contact
Christine Ord on
671 152 686

teroid named in
his honour for his
work with MERLIN, the world’s
largest
linked
array of radio telescopes, and his
work in searching for intelligent
life beyond our
Solar System in
Project Phoenix.
There is no
charge for the

Caudete Rastro
&
Salesroom
Second-hand furniture brought for cash
House Clearance cash waiting
Under new management of A&G trading

Open Wed to Sunday 10.00 till 4.00
Table pitches Available
20 euros per week

Call to reserve or for more information

We will sell your houshold
items, tools, furniture etc etc
on a commision basis

Tel 618228928
686181995

VILLENA

RASTRO

ALICANTE

Email your events and articles to
info@inlandtrader.net

CAUDETE

N334
C31
MADRID

CAUDETE
PETROL
STATION

Camino Los Vinales 4,02660 Caudete,
Close to Club to Tennis. Call for directions

YECLA

Groups and club list available
online www.thetraderonline.es

Font De La Figuera

C31
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INTERVIEW Chantelle Tagoe, fiancée of Emile Heskey

T

he pressure of performing in front of
an audience of millions. The knowledge that all that practice and planning
has come down to this. Who will perform
on the day? This June, the world of football
will be transfixed by the battle to discover
who is the best. But this tournament isn’t
taking place in South Africa - it’s happening in the mock-Tudor mansions of some
of England’s poshest suburbs. This is the
Come Dine With Me WAGs Special.
Seeing if they can handle the heat in the
kitchen are Chantelle Tagoe, fiancée of
Emile Heskey; Djibirl Cisse’s wife Jude;
Jessica Lawlor, partner of Stephen Ireland; and Nicola T, of Celebrity Big Brother fame, who is engaged to Simon Walton
of, um, Crewe Alexandra.
Here, Chantelle explains how she met
Emile, lifts the lid on the life of a WAG,
and makes a terrible confession regarding potatoes.

How did you meet Emile in the first
place?
He was a friend of my uncle’s, and my
cousin just introduced us one night in
a bar in town. But I didn’t know he was
a footballer. My cousin knew he was a
footballer, but she didn’t realise who
he played for or anything, so when she
said “Oh, I think he plays football,” I just
thought it was like Sunday League, what
my dad played, so I really didn’t know
who he was or anything. He told me he
was a builder.

Is he any good at DIY, then?
If he puts his mind to it, then he can be.
But I like doing stuff like that. I’ve built
a desk, and I built the kids’ wardrobes.
I love doing anything like that, so I normally take over, but if he gets the chance,
he’s really pretty good at it anyway. He’s
good at everything.

that the others might be divas?
Until we turned up for the first night, we
didn’t know who the other wives would
be. I did worry a bit, I felt like “Oh I hope
they’re not like you read about in the
papers.” But luckily everyone was really
nice. I must admit I had been nervous.
But we all got on, we had a really good
laugh, and we’ve kept in touch since. It
helped that we were all in the same boat
as well; we were all footballers’ partners,
so we had a lot to talk about. It was really
good, I enjoyed it.

Had you seen Come Dine With Me before? Did you know what you were in
for?
I LOVE Come Dine With Me. I was watching it last night, actually, on my laptop. I
do love the programme - the only thing I
was a bit wary of was the way everyone
has a good look around your house. But
I wanted to do it for that reason as well,
because I’m just nosy, and I wanted to
see what everyone’s houses were like.

And what were everyone’s houses like?
Oh, gorgeous. When I first got to Jude’s,
she had like a big bar and everything, and
I felt like “My house is like a bungalow
compared to this!” It was massive - it’s
a manor house - they’re Lord and Lady
Frodsham. That’s what you would expect
a footballer’s house to be like. So with
them coming to my house the next night,
I was worried because ours was nothing
like theirs. But everybody’s houses had
something different about them. Nicola
was really worried, because their house
wasn’t as big, but it was still gorgeous.
I don’t think it’s anything to do with how
big your house is, it’s how you look after
it.

more things, but with kids it’s easy - they
just like sausage and fish fingers and all
kids’ stuff. But since I met Emile, he’s
helped me to eat better, and I’ve learned
how to cook salmon and do all nice stuff.
I wouldn’t say I’m very adventurous, but I
am good if I put my mind to it. Everything
I’ve made has been good so far, I just
need to do it a bit more, I think.

Do you have other footballers round for
dinner and stuff like that?

In the programme, you cooked potatoes No, not really. I wouldn’t say we know that
for the first time. How do you get to the many players in Manchester. We’ve been
out with Stylian Petrov and his wife, and
age of 27 without cooking a potato?
[Laughs] I don’t know, I’ve never really
eaten them. I’m just not that much of a
fan of them. But it was easy - my mum
just said “Put them in the pan, let them
boil for a few minutes, and that was it! I
know I’m a bit sad, though, to have never
cooked potatoes before. At least I know
how to do it now.

Ashley Young and his partner a few times,
but we don’t really have many people
coming round to our house. That might
now change after Come Dine With Me I’m a bit more confident doing dinner parties now.

Do you ever get nervous watching Emile
play?

Do you do most of the cooking at I do. When I’m in the stands watching,
I’m up and down, screaming. I get really
home?
Yes. Emile cooks now and again. But
he’ll normally eat at training, and then
he won’t be that hungry when he gets
home. But if he is, he’ll just make a salad
or something, or if I’m making something
he’ll have a little bit. He doesn’t really
do much cooking, and he doesn’t really
eat that much at home either. He’s quite
easy to look after, really.

nervous, but it’s just such an exciting experience.

Is it difficult watching him if fans are
getting on his back?
I’ve never been in that situation, really,
but if that did happen, I’d probably shout
stuff back at them.

Assuming Emile makes the final 23 for
Was he supportive of you taking part in the tournament, how do you think you’ll
feel about watching him at the World
the programme?
Cup?
Yeah, he loves the programme as well, so
he was supportive. I can’t wait for him to
see it. I’ve been telling him all about it. He
was very supportive - he just didn’t want
to be there. In all the chaos.

I’ll be so proud of him. I’m really excited
- I think he’ll make it, but fingers crossed,
you never know. Hopefully he does, and
he’ll be able to have a last World Cup under his belt before he retires.

He’s not really one for the limelight, is
After the last World Cup, they’re not gohe?
ing to have the Wives and Girlfriends in
So size doesn’t matter?
No, he likes to keep himself to himself,
the same hotel as the players. What are
and have a quiet life, which is good.
[Laughs] No, size doesn’t matter!
the arrangements going to be?
What do you make of the label WAG?
So did you spend ages cleaning your You’ve done this show, and you’re also
I’m not even sure we’ll be able to see them
Is it something that bothers you, or are
house and getting it looking its best be- in a series currently on BBC3. Do you after the games or anything. I’m not sure.
you quite relaxed about it?
want to do more TV in the future?
fore the others arrived?
But I don’t think it’s really a bad thing,
The only thing that bothers me is the assumptions people make about you. I’ll
admit I had the same preconceptions,
because I didn’t have any WAG friends
until last year. The things that you read!
I thought they were all going to be divas,
they’re all going to be high maintenance,
shopping all day every day. I think that’s
the only side that I don’t like about it. All
the WAGS that I’ve met have been nothing like what you read about, or what
you’d expect them to be like. They’re all
normal girls, just down to earth people,
the same as anyone else.

Yes. The night before, everything just
came together. I didn’t have any dining
chairs, I had to borrow them. The dining
room wasn’t decorated, the living room
wasn’t, we just did a big makeover in
about two weeks! I got curtains made, I
got bar stools, I borrowed chairs, I had
to go out and do everything. It was good
fun, because I do like doing that kind of
thing, but I was just stressed out in case
it wasn’t ready in time. But it all turned
out okay in the end.

When you were filming, what happened
At a Premier League club, is there much to Emile and the kids? Where did they
go?
rivalry between the WAGS?
Aston Villa’s the only club that I’ve got to
meet the WAGS and got to know them
properly. At Birmingham and at Wigan I’d
say hi, but I didn’t really get to know any
of them. But there’s no rivalry at all. If we
do see each other, we’ll be like “Oooh,
where did you get your scarf?” or “Where
did you get your bag?” There’s never any
jealousy or anything, everyone’s just always really nice.
How did you feel about taking part in
Come Dine With Me? Were you worried

Emile ran a mile, when he knew there
were going to be cameras. He stayed
down in Birmingham - I think he had a
game the next night anyway - and my
mum looked after the kids in Liverpool.
So we had the house to ourselves.

Do you rate yourself in the kitchen? Are
you a good cook?
I am if I put my mind to it. I’d say I was
quite a lazy cook up until I met Emile and
I had children. Then I had to start making

Yeah. I had a taste of it, I’ve done some
presenting for Fashion TV, and I always
thought I’d love to get into presenting and
be the next Cat Deeley. I’d love to have
a career in telly, especially now Emile
hasn’t got that much longer in his career.
I’m going to have to be the breadwinner,
I think.

because Fabio’s doing a great job. If this
is the way to get England to the final, then
so be it - I won’t argue with him.

What is Chantelle Tagoe’s prediction for
the World Cup, then?
Definitely England to get to the final, and
Emile’s going to score the winner.

Do you go along and watch Emile play What are the best and worst aspects to
spending your life with a footballer?
much?
Yeah, I go to as many home games as I
can. If he’s got an away game, I’ll go to
Liverpool, or I went to the game at Man
City. Just local ones, I don’t really travel
around the country, but I go to as many
games as I can. If I can’t, I’ll always watch
him on the telly. I’m very supportive of
him. I love football now.

You’ve become a real fan of the game?
Yeah, I have. I’ll even watch it if he’s not
in it. If there’s a good game on telly, I’ll sit
down and watch it. I was never really that
interested in football before, except going
to watch my dad play on a Sunday. I never
really got into it. But watching my fiancé
running up and down the pitch made it
more interesting, and I’ve just got to love
the game now.

I don’t really see it as my life with a footballer. I see him just as Emile, really. He’s
just a lovely, lovely person. There are probably a lot of bad points about him being a
footballer. People always know where you
are. We had a break-in a couple of years
ago. He’s away all the time. But it’s not
forever. I’ll be able to have him as much
as I want to when he retires.

You’ll be sick of him getting under your
feet after two weeks!
I probably will get fed up with him and
wish he was still playing! No, I can’t wait.
Come Dine With Me: WAGs Special is on Channel 4 on Wednesday 9th June at 8pm.
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SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
“There is no cure for birth and death, save to
enjoy the interval”, wrote the Spanish born
philosopher, George Santayana. Death is one of
the few certainties together with taxes. It can
strike at anytime and anywhere and Spain is
not exempt.

I

n Spain, the death of a
loved one is treated differently than in the UK.
Many funerals occur within 24 hours so if family and
love ones wish to be at the
ceremony its is impossible
if they have to travel from
as far away as the UK.
In Spain a certain protocol
has to be followed after a
death. The proper authorities have to be informed
and are automatically
dealt with if in hospital or
a care facility. If not the
Local Police and a Forensic Judge will be called to
remove the body. If any
paperwork is signed during this time you are tied
to that Funeral Director.
To protect yourself and
your love ones from all this
unnecessary stress, the

sensible way of making
sure that your wishes are
carried out and your family is not forced to make
important decisions under
duress, is to contact us at
Beneficial Insurance Services where we can help
and advise in the best way
to deal with this potential
problem.
Take the thoughtful and
responsible approach and
let us help you to pre-plan
your funeral arrangements
and set an affordable way
to lock the cost in at today’s prices. Pre-planning
offers a way by which you
can protect yourself from
the ever increasing cost’s
of funeral services.
Here is one of the many
letters that we have received at Beneficial Insur-

ance Services.
“ I had a nightmare time,
trying to organize my husband’s funeral, dealing
with the loss and trying
to be support the kids,”
said Brenda, who lives in
Calpe. “There is so much
to do and it all needs to
happen so fast. Of course,
neither my husband nor I
really thought about dying or even discussed it
seriously. If he’d known…
if we’d known, then we
would definitely have done
something about it. The
cost was just staggering;
even though we hadn’t
wanted anything special,
just a basic cremation.”
“Since then, I have taken a
Pre-paid Funeral Plan with
Beneficial for myself and
also for my mother,” continued Brenda, “ I wouldn’t
want to go through that
again or put anyone else
through it.”
Pre-planning gives you
the peace of mind of
knowing that the arrangements you want will be
conducted sensibly and in
dignified respect of your
wishes. One phone call
and all your requirements
in your plan will be carried
out without fuss.
Take the thoughtful and
responsible
approach
today and contact your
local agent, Beneficial
Insurance Services on
965791222 or email us at
info@beneficialspain.com.

Authorised Dealer
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The Priorat.
By David, www.Vinocamino.com

W

elcome to what should be (if I play my cards right), a series of new articles on
the wine regions of Spain. Each month I plan to look at one particular region
and provide a little insight into the land, it’s wine and the people behind them. So
bearing in mind the area the Trader currently covers I thought I may as well start at
the top with the DOC Priorato, a small region in Tarragona near the town of Falset,
roughly half an hour´s drive south and slightly inland from Tarragona city.
DOC? (Denominación de Origen Calificada), all the recognised wine regions in Spain
are known as DO’s who roughly speaking are governing bodies that guarantee a
certain level of quality and control and with the idea being that the wines are also
representative of the area, so for example Cava can not be labelled as such unless it
comes from a Cava region. The Priorato however is one of only 3 regions in Spain to
be recognised as a DOC (the other 2 being La Rioja and Ribera del Duero), a qualification one up from the DO’s awarded because the terroir is exceptional. Terroir? refers
to the geographical conditions, climate, soil etc. Put simply the Priorato wines have
been awarded a big C for being better than everyone else and it has great land and
weather for producing wine. One other minor issue, the Catalans call it Priorat, the
Spanish Priorato and in Catalan it’s DOQ rather than DOC. I often end up calling it the
DOC Priorat, which manages to upset and confuse everybody.
So what’s the story? Well in the 1990’s a group of well respected French and Spanish viticulturists (winemakers), rediscovered the Priorat and moved in. Wine had been
made there for centuries but around 150 years ago a vine disease known as phlyloxera wiped out practically everything. After that the Priorat became somewhat
neglected and forgotten about until our friends turned up in the early 90’s. Amongst
this group were 3 of the most respected viticulturists from France and Spain, René
Barbier, Carlos Pastrana and Alvaro Palacios. They recognised the areas huge potential and set about reinventing it. A key aspect to this was a generous smattering of
old vines that had been replanted after the phlyloxera. Viticulturists get excited by old
vines because although they produce less fruit, the grapes tend to be more intense
in flavour.
I mentioned Terroir earlier because this is key to what makes the area so special.
The Priorat is a mountain range from 100 to 1000m in altitude, and a truly stunning
and beautiful location. More importantly for the winemakers though is that the soil
is made up of hand sized broken slate and quartz, known locally as llicorella, this is
considered poor soil, which is good! Viticulturist like poor soil because it means rainwater drains quickly and most vines don’t like sitting around in puddles for too long.
Not only that but the vines are also planted on extremely steep slopes, often 15% or
me so the surface water runs off quickly but does also filter down to the roots, which
is where you want it. The fact that the slopes are so steep also means that more often
than not you have to farm by hand. The tractor can’t get up there.
Ok so what about the all important wines? Well the guys who moved into the area
in the 90’s took the old vines and introduced some modern winemaking ideas and
equipment and by combining the old with the new they began to produce some excellent results. The wine world picked up on it, notably the American Robert Parker
(arguably the most influential wine critic in the world) and absolutely loved them. They
tend to be matured in oak barrels, big and powerful reds, deep plum coloured, high
alcohol 14 – 15%, fruity but with earthy mineral tones. That may sound like flowery
wine buff twaddle but it’s true, the mineral quality from the slate and quartz comes
through to the wines.
Priorat wines are known to be expensive but for good reason, as mentioned, no tractors so everything is done by hand and the hands on approach guarantees that the
grape, which is after all a very delicate fruit, is well cared for. This also means a small
production and the process of aging in oak is expensive too as the barrels need to be
replaced every 5 years or so. The result then is a high quality, distinct tasting wine,
with limited supply and high demand. At it’s peek and before the dreaded crisis some
of the finest Priorat’s were selling for crazy money, up to $1000 a bottle.
If you feel inspired and you’d like to try some of these wines without having to remortgage the house, please check the Trader special offer on the vinocamino website
(click ofertas), 3 Priorats from 3 top producers, for just under 25 Euros. If you do fancy
that I would love to hear back from you with any thoughts and comments.
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CROSS CODE
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I

V

NONAGRAM
HOW many words of four letters or more
can you make from this Nonagram? Each
word must use the central letter, and each
letter may be used only once. At least one
word using all nine letters can be found.
Guidelines:
45 Good; 50 Very Good; 55 Excellent.

N O D

WE MA

AI

GA

CM

SPELL out a 15-letter word or phrase
by moving from one chamber to
another within the pyramid. You
may only enter each of the
chambers once and may only
proceed through openings in
U
the walls. The first letter may
appear in any of the
T
chambers.

Any word found in the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Tenth
Edition) is eligible with the following exceptions: proper
nouns; plural nouns, pronouns and possessives; third person singular verbs;
hyphenated words; contractions and abbreviations; vulgar slang words; variant
spellings of the same word (where another variant is also eligible).

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
firth; forint; fort; forth; FORTNIGHT; fright; frog; front; froth; frothing; girn;
giro; girt; girth; grift; grin; griot; grit; groin; grot; horn; intro; iron; nitro; north;
rhino; rift; right; righto; ring; riot; rotting; thorn; thrift; throng; tiro; torn; tort;
trig; trigon; trio; triton; trog; trot; troth.

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
Windscreen wiper.

R

O

EA
GT

OE
DE

RE

TF

AI
NR

PB

TY

PLACE a different arithmetical
sign (add, subtract, multiply,
divide) in each circle so that
the total of each line across
and down is the same.

WORD PYRAMID

N E D

NR

RP

THE EQUALISER
9
5
6
1
2
6
4
12
8
2
7
2

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
foil; ogre; iron; lend.

A L I

OA

DA

USING all 16 letters of the phrase above,
form four words each of four letters which
will fit in the grid to form
a magic square in which
the words can be read
both horizontally and
vertically.

26

TD

IH

MAGIC SQUARE
INCINERATE
ACORNS

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:

Q O W G

13

6. What is the ballet movement in
which the feet are crossed and
heels beaten together while
the dancer is in the air?
7. Of his role in what
development did Albert
Einstein say: “If only I had
known, I should have become
a watchmaker.”?
8. Writer Arthur Quiller-Couch
adopted which single letter as
his pseudonym?
9. Which football club gave Alex
Ferguson his Scottish League
professional debut in 1964?
10. Jenny is the female of which
animal?

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
(1) Across – Pesto; Grits; Reset. Down –
Pager; Swigs; Onset.
(2) Across – Sauce; Fudge; Yards. Down –
Softy; Under; Ewers.

EACH number in our Cross Code grid represents a different letter
of the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start
you off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid,
then use your knowledge of words to work out which letters
should go in the missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of
letters as you identify them.
1

1. Who in 1955 opened her first
boutique, named Bazaar, in
King’s Road, Chelsea?

HERE are two miniature five-square
crosswords using the same grid – but the
letters have been mixed up. You have to
work out which letters belong to which
crossword.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

3

4

E
N

M
A

F

Perform the first calculation in each
line first and ignore the
mathematical law which says
you should always perform
division and multiplication
before
addition
and
subtraction.

E
K

S

O
E

THERE is just one simple rule in Sudoku. Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1
to 9, and so must each 3 x 3 box. This is a logic puzzle, and you should not need to guess.

N

PREVIOUS
SOLUTION:
Clockwise from
top left –
multiply;
divide; add;
subtract.
Total: 3.

SUDOKU

Easy

8

Hard

7
9 1 3
1

7
3
1 8
6 2

2

9

9 2
7
9 8
4
2
4 8
8
6
2
4
5
1
7
3
6

PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS:
Easy
4
1
7
3
2
6
9
8
5

2
9
8
4
7
5
6
3
1

3
6
5
8
1
9
7
4
2

6
5
1
7
8
2
4
9
3

9
7
3
5
4
1
8
2
6

8
4
2
6
9
3
1
5
7

7
3
9
1
5
4
2
6
8

5
8
4
2
6
7
3
1
9

1
2
6
9
3
8
5
7
4

8
7
6
9
2
4
3
5
1

7
1
4
8
6
9
2
3
5

9
6
3
5
7
2
8
1
4

2
5
8
1
4
3
7
6
9

4
3
9
2
8
1
5
7
6

6
8
7
4
9
5
1
2
3

5
2
1
6
3
7
9
4
8

Hard
3
9
5
7
1
6
4
8
2

1
4
2
3
5
8
6
9
7

6
8

4

3
6
5

5
7

4
7 5 2
9
8 2
1

9
7 5
3

9
7 1

6

7

11
12
13
14

15
15

18

4

17

16

16

20

19

21

17
22

23
21

24

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Declare hidden facts, but
not to the enemy (5,7)
9. Continued having made a
fuss (7,2)
10. Do you shortly want some
colouring matter? (3)
11. Somehow get Eve to a river
gorge (7)
12. How father on a horse
might suddenly appear (3,2)
13. Hope misplaced with two
notes from a goddess (6)
15. Tipsy cheapskate shows
some spirit (6)
18. Ben is performing for
playwright (5)
20. Unusually thin – Jack’s first
alcoholic drink (7)
22. Meat from South America
(3)
23. Airborne traveller well below
par (9)
24. One may have to go back to
this for the design (7,5)

2. Dot comes around to pore
over missile (7)
3. Rubbish from a ruminant’s
stomach? (5)
4. A steed turned out to be
anything but frisky (6)
5. Star is able to work (7)
6. Turn out to be with a
fragment over (3,2)
7. Race to the top of the
church? (12)
8. Finished with considerable
skill (12)
14. Bangle I removed for the
Asian (7)
16. Line on map for many
travelling (7)
17. Gossip is full of wind (6)
19. A short time in South
African islands (5)
21. Argument about second
television, say (3-2)

QUICK CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

5

5

6

7

8
9

10
10

11

12

13
15

17

18

19
22

24

14

16

29

20

21

23

25

26

27

28

30
31

32

SUDOKU

5

10
10

11

FIVE ALIVE

20

2

9

Quiz Challenge

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: 1 Two shillings; 2 The bamboo staves; 3 Saudi Arabia; 4
Little Lord Fauntleroy; 5 France; 6 Orcadian; 7 Kia ora; 8 Caliper; 9 Attorney
General; 10 The Aviator.

5

4
9

No. 1869

5. Which English monarch is said
to have declared: “When I am
dead and opened up you shall
find Calais lying in my heart.”?

23

11
21

8

1

8

4. The names of which two
countries are seven letters
long and differ by only the
second letter?

10

10

1

3. Quarte is a term used in which
sport?

11
2

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

2. Which leisure structure in
Britain lies on the Greenwich
Prime Meridian?

25

13

5

15

15

7

23

23

10

3

21
10

21

21
21

5

3

21

21

10

3

3

15
5

4

20

21

21

17

24

15

23

10

18
4

11

12

11

25

5

11

9

2

4

21

25

2

2
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ACROSS

DOWN

PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS:

1. Gaffe (4,3)
5. Acer (5)
8. Poem (3)
9. Conduit (7)
10. Tendency (5)
11. Slumber (5)
13. Moving (7)
15. Ancient harp
(4)
17. Tropical fruit
(6)
19. Wealth (6)
22. Tiny bird (4)
24. Oval rowing
boat (7)
26. Wealthy
person (5)
29. Join (5)
30. Stealthy,
secretive (7)
31. Neckwear (3)
32. Bird of prey
(5)
33. Remainder (7)

1. Central point (5)
2. Russian imperial
decree (5)
3. Array (7)
4. Fuse metals (6)
5. Underground
railway system (5)
6. Irritable (7)
7. Perpetual (7)
12. Pastureland (3)
14. Small pond (4)
16. Two-masted
sailing boat (4)
17. Image (7)
18. Leave-taking (7)
20. Entrails (colloq.) (7)
21. Self-importance (3)
23. Marijuana cigarette
(slang) (6)
25. Greek island (5)
27. Unable to see (5)
28. Long musical note
(5)

CRYPTIC: Across – 1 Dear
madam; 6 Sad; 8 Bird of
passage; 9 Tenth; 10
Rickets; 11 Moment; 13
Apollo; 16 Testudo; 18
Octet; 20 Burning desire; 22
Eat; 23 Gateshead.
Down – 1 Dab; 2 Arran; 3
Moorhen; 4 Deport; 5 Music;
6 Scafell; 7 Dress coat; 9
Timetable; 12 Muskrat; 14
Process; 15 Sought; 17
Using; 19 Thine; 21 End.
QUICK: Across – 1 Atlas; 4
Tactics; 8 Elation; 9 Alder;
10 Scale; 13 Ecstasy; 17 Try;
18 Crabby; 19 Sparse; 20
Pat; 22 Rotated; 25 Basic;
28 Slice; 29 Emanate; 30
Neglect; 31 Links.
Down – 1 Avers; 2 Liana; 3
Snipe; 4 Tinder; 5 Class; 6
India; 7 Surly; 11 Curio; 12
Libya; 14 Cyst; 15 Tiara; 16
Sushi; 17 Type; 21 Advent;
22 Resin; 23 Thing; 24
There; 25 Brawl; 26 Stain;
27 Chess.

June 2010
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www.thewarehousespain.com
LATEST ADS

Interested in selling
your stuff ?

THE WAREHOUSESPAIN
Carraterra Xativa / Simat 3 km
Xativa Tel 962280634
Open Mon / Fri 9.30 / 1.30

View online or pop along to
the Warehouse
If you are interested in an
item you have viewed on the
website you can order over the
Telephone or pop along to the
warehouse. All other adverts you
will need to contact the
seller direct.

Private or Business, You can
sell YOUR unwanted items, New
or Second hand goods, cars or
liquidated stock on
The Warehouse Spain website.
IT’S QUICK & SIMPLE and the
buyers call you direct.

PRESSURE WASHER.
(House Clearances /
Tools Garden Misc
•
•
•
•
•

Register your user name and password and you can begin uploading
your items on to the system straight
away. It is a very easy, user friendly
system and if you have any difficulty
we will guide you through the process. When we have approved your
adverts and payment is received your
adverts will be made live for public
viewing WITHIN IN HOURS.
BUYING AND SELLING STUFF

View Product...

D

€22.99

Register for FREE

Boost your 3G signal on the move with a 5dBi booster
magnetic antenna. The extra strong magnetic antenna
comes with a 5 meter cable.
View Product...

B

High Gain Desk Top Directional Antenna

C

High Gain Multiband Directional Antenna

On the move? Improve the signal of your data card whilst in
the car or boat with a mini-mag antenna
View Product...

€39,99

F

Bracket Mount Antenna

Direct your 3G signal in the direction of the base station to
receive optimum coverage. Desk stand or wall mounting
options.
View Product...

E

€49,99

View Product...

€49,99

Micro Magnetic Antenna

Direct your 3G signal in the direction of the base station to
receive optimum coverage. Desk stand or wall mounting
options.

€79,99

Second Hand
NAUTICAL PICTURE
2 hours

Register with The Spanish Warehouse and
receive a monthly update of new Stock
and products. And be the first to know
about the not to be missed bargains.

High Gain Magnetic Mount Antenna

Improve the data download speed with the ultra portable clip
antenna.

FACTORY CLEARANCE.
TOP QUALITY
2 days

• Visit the site and get started or Tel 672883784

Works on all Types of Equipment and all providers
Orange Movistar Vodaphone Masmovil & BT
A

POPULAR ADS

1. BRONZE MEMBERSHIP 5 adverts for only 5€ per month *
2. SILVER MEMBERSHIP 15 adverts for only 10€ per month *
3. GOLD MEMBERSHIP 25 adverts for only 15.00€ per month *
4. PLATINIUM MEMBERSHIP 50 adverts for only 25.00€ per month *
* plus i.v.a

BOOST YOUR
SIGNAL

Laptop Clip & Desk Mount Antenna

RANDOM ADS

Mount this bracket antenna to a wall or a mast to get 3G
signal from the outside of a building.
View Product...

Prices do not include i.v.a or postage and packing

€49,99

Q: I need a powerful antenna as my signal is very
weak, how can I tell which of your antennas is most
powerful?
Antenna ‘power’ is called Gain. Antennas with
higher gain will produce the biggest improvements
in signal strength. The antennas with the highest
gain tend to be ‘directional’.
Q: What is the difference between ‘directional’ and
‘omni-directional’ antennas?
Directional antennas need to be pointed towards
the nearest cell site, if you dont know where that
its it will take a bit of pointing to find the best position for your antenna. Fortunately in the UK and
Europe there are a lot of 3G sites so you shouldnt
have to adjust too much! Omni directional antennas pickup signals from every direction and so require less precise mounting and adjustment.

Tel 902733633

with details of your Usb make and model
and one of our advisors will see which
product will provide the best
solution for you.
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on identified better areas
of ground within otherwise
fairly poor plots.

When else are Geotec studies commonly
used?

Geotechnical studies?
By Mark Paddon

What are Geotechnical Are Geotec studies
always carried out?
studies?
The ‘Decenal’ 10 year insurance system for newbuilds requires that a
geotechnical study of the
ground is carried out as
part of the project. This involves pre-build bore testing (in two or more places
on the plot) using a core
drill, which will reveal the
makeup of the substrates,
level of firm ground, moisture content, propensity to
shrink or heave etc.
The core samples are taken back to a laboratory for
more detailed assessment
from which a Geotechnical
report will be produced.
The report might typically
also suggest the type of
foundations most suited
to the ground conditions.
The ground type can make
a big difference to the
design and cost of the required foundation system.

In theory geotechnical
studies should take place
for all newbuild projects
since May 2000, in practice however it would appear that geotechnical
studies cannot always be
produced when required
(e.g. for court actions
once structural movement
has occurred), in other instances, the original geotec report clearly does not
reflect the actual ground
conditions, i.e. it might
show good bedrock at 1m
depth when in reality the
ground might have several
meters of friable soil, fill or
worse still significant expandable clay. It is not yet
clear if such discrepancies
are due to falsification, by
the geotec company or architect or simply through
innocent mistake, though
evidence to date suggests
that for some projects and

element of skulduggery
might well have occurred.

Will the study represent
the whole plot?
As only limited boring
takes place it is of course
possible that a bore hole
might be above an isolated
boulder, area of fill or other substrate in isolation,
however a second or third
bore (when carried out
professionally) will normally highlight this difference.
An experienced Geotechnical expert will also have
visual assessment skills
for the terrain, looking
at strata, not only on the
plot itself but for example
on a hillside in general.
The study will also cross
check lithological maps
for the zone (which show a
general plan of substrate
types). It does seem however that in an effort to
reduce foundation costs,
some boring might have
deliberately taken place

AMIGOS DE FIESTAS

We hire inflatable castles etc
of various types, we also have
a “Mechanical Bull” for your
parties. We also have face
painting and “Balloon Art, animals, swords etc, for the kids.
All our services come with
Monitors and are fully
insured.
We also cater for private
functions, Birthdays etc.
Contact us on 618846440
email cedwin4648@hotmail.com

amigosdefiestas.blogspot.com/

Ask for a quote Now!

The boom days for many
Geotec companies now
seem to be over as newbuilds have slumped, the
good Geotec experts are
however still busy ‘cleaning up the mess’ and
commonly re testing the
substrates on sites where
structural movement is a
problem (it is very common for this re testing to
reveal different substrates
from those originally reported). If an existing owner consults a building surveyor for expert witness
reporting, a Geotec study
might be recommended
as part of evidence for
court. This will help to confirm (when combined with
the surveyors own project
analysis and reporting on
the structure itself), that
the foundations (which for
such cases have normally
already proven to be inadequate via cracking in the

built elements) are also
technically inadequate for
the ground type.
If you are proposing to
build a house or buying a
newbuild, be sure to request evidence of the geotechnical study from the
builder or architect (just
in case things go wrong
later). For further peace of
mind, a building surveyor
can be consulted to comment on the suitability of
any proposed foundations
for the ground type based
on observation of the Geotec Study and a site visit
(entirely independent Geotec studies can also be
arranged). Unfortunately
there are too many cases
of unsuitable foundation
design in Spain for full reliance on the project architect to be possible.
Finally remember that
whilst a certain foundation type might serve very
well on certain ground, the
exact same system might
fail on a different plot,
such that there is no such
thing as good foundations
in its own right. The process of specifically design-

June 2010
ing foundations to suit
the supporting ground is
hence essential. As many
houses are built on steep
plots in Spain the propensity for lateral movement and land slide on
such plots must also be
addressed at the design
stage.
NB:- Information for advice
purposes only. Proper legal and safety procedures
should be followed for all
property purchases and
building works.
If you have a building structure related question you
can e-mail Mark for free
initial advice :– markpaddon@terra.es A free 15
page buyer’s guide is also
available on request.
Information provided by
Mark Paddon BSc Hons
Building Surveying. MCIOB,
Structural Surveys, purchase and defects advice
including expert witness
representation in the Valencia/Alicante
region.
www.surveysspain.com
T: 962807247
M: 653733066
Copyright- Mark Paddon 2010
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Some Changes to TDT
Important Sky Card Information
Sky Boxes switching off

he Sat and PC Guy installs and maintains
satellite television system
for the Costa Blanca North
– Calpe to Valencia and
inland to Alcoy and Ontinyente. We are able to supply and install a range of
dishes, from 80cm to 2.4
meter satellite dishes, and
digital satellite receivers,
from Sky Digiboxes and
the award winning Sky+
Digital Recorder, to Freesat, High Definition and
generic receivers.
TDT is the Spanish Digital
Television service available via your TV aerial.
With TDT you can receive
around 30 digital Spanish
Channels. Although there
are no UK or English channels on TDT, you can, in
many cases, change the
language of certain UK
and USA imported programmes from the dubbed
Spanish into English. In
most cases this can be
done by simply pressing
the “Audio” button on the
remote control.
Sony Entertainment TV no
longer available
One of the TDT channels
that transmitted a number
of American TV imports
was the Sony Entertainment Channel – SET. However, you may have noticed
that in the last few weeks
it is now unavailable, or
you are getting a “channel
scrambled” message. This
is because SET is no longer being broadcasted on
TDT. It has been replaced
by AXN. However, AXN is
the second pay channel
on TDT, the first being GOL
TV.
To watch these Premium
TDT channels you require
a Premium viewing card,
and a TDT receiver or a
TDT Integrated TV with the
ability to read the card.
Currently a monthly subscription of around 15euros is required for access
to both Gol TV and AXN.
High Definition Channels
on TDT
Over the coming year
some more HD TDT channels will become available. I say more, as in some
areas of the Valencia area
it is possible to receive
Canal 9 HD. Later in the
year TVE, and Telecinco
are expect to launch their
TDT HD channels. In order
to receive these TDT HD
channels you will require
either a TDT HD set top
box, or a TV with a built in
TDT HD receiver.
Important Sky Card information

As many are aware Sky
TV recently replaced their
viewing cards from the
Blue with Yellow house
cards to the all white
cards. On the 1st March
2010 all the old blue yellow house cards were deactivated and no longer
“unlock” any of the Sky TV
channels.
The new white cards have
also thrown up a few interesting surprises.
Sky card require a constant signal from the satellite to “keep the cards
alive”. If the cards do not
receive this “keep alive”
signal over a few weeks,
then the cards can “go to
sleep”. If the cards have
“gone to sleep” then one
the encrypted channels
you will see a message
informing you that “This
is the wrong cards for this
set top box”.
The old blue Sky cards
could be “woken up” by
leaving them in ANY Sky
digibox over a period of 24
/ 48 hours, and the channels would eventually reappear. However, the new
white Sky cards can only
be woken up by leaving
them for 24/48 hours in
the Sky box that he cards
were originally activated
in.
Sky Boxes Switching Off
Randomly
Since the beginning of
March 2010, some Sky
boxes have been experiencing an issue where
they are switching off at
random times, even if you
have turned off the Autostandby feature on the
Sky box.
The Autostandby feature automatically puts
the Sky box into Standby
mode if the box has been
switched on and no remote control buttons have
been touched for 4 hours
– supposedly helping you
save some power by not
having the box turned on
all the time.
However, on the Pace
430N Sky receivers, a
software update from Sky
has been causing the boxes to shut down at random
times. You can confirm
your make of Sky box by
looking at the sticker that
should be on the bottom
of your box. By pressing
Services, 4, 5 and accessing the System Details,
software version 3.8.8 is
the one that is causing the
issues. All other Sky boxes
and software versions are
at the moment OK.
You can correct this prob-

lem yourself, by performing a manual software update which rolls back the
software to the previous
working version.
This process should be
done in the morning, and
only if you are getting the
background music playing when you enter the
Sky menu system, as the
frequency for the software
download may not be
available on small dishes
or in the afternoon, and
performing it when the frequency is not there could
damage your Sky box.
1 Unplug your sky box from
the power
2 Press and hold the
BACKUP button on the Sky
box – not the remote control.
3 Still pressing the Back
up button, reapply the
power.
4 Keep pressing the back
up button on the Sky box
until RED YELOW and
GREEN light glow on the
front panel of the box. A
“Downloading” message
may also appear on the
screen
5 Once these lights have
appeared you can release
the Back up button, as the
box has now started the
software download.
6 The Sky box will reboot
once the download has
been completed. You can
confirm if the correct software has been downloaded by going once again
into the System Details
(Service, 4, 5) and checking that the Software version is now 3.7.6
I should better reiterate
that this process should
only be down if you can
get the download frequency (11778) indicated
by the background music
on the sky menu screen,
that you may also have to
re add those “extra” ITV1,
C4 and Five channels you
have added into your Other Channels lists, and that
you perform this upgrade
at your own risk and I cannot be held liable if it fails
and / or damages your
Sky box.
This and further information can be found on our
website and Satellite TV
forum:
Whether you require a
satellite system installing, your existing system
upgraded or serviced, or
more information contact
Jon Worby - The Sat and
PC Guy 96 281 9796 /
620 130 292 visit www.
satandpcguy.com or email
info@satandpcguy.com

•
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Highlights
Saturday 5 June
At 7.30pm, it’s the final of Britain’s Got Talent.
On ITV2 at 10pm, we go backstage to get all
the latest gossip in Britain’s Got More Talent.

Sunday 6 June

At 6pm, two star-studded squads of football
legends and celebrities from England and the
rest of the world battle it out in Soccer Aid
2010.
At 10pm, in Piers Morgan’s World Cup South
Africa, Piers takes a look at the role football
plays in the country and its influence in the
towships.

Monday 7 June

At 9pm, Dougray Scott stars as an ex-crime
boss out to protect his family in Father & Son.
Continues weeknights.

Wednesday 9 June

At 8pm, Florida: Paradise Lost follows the
highs and lows of ex-pats in the Sunshine
State.
On ITV2 at 9pm, in Peter Andre: The Next
Chapter cameras follow Pete as he embarks
on a new tour.

Friday 11 June

On ITV2 at 7pm, settle into the weekend with
all the best acts at The Isle of Wight Festival
2010.

Highlights
Crimewatch Roadshow Eps 1-5/20
Monday 7-Friday 11 June
9.15-10.00am BBC ONE
Crimewatch Roadshow returns to BBC Daytime this week for a second series. Ginny
Buckley, the former presenter of the BBC’s
Holiday programme, joins Crimewatch’s Rav
Wilding to take to the road for a month of
live programmes aimed at solving the type of
crimes that can affect everyone – from vandalism and burglary to robbery, mugging and
arson

Friday Night With Jonathan Ross

Friday 11 June, 10.35pm. Jonathan Ross
is joined by comedian Frankie Boyle; Grey’s
Anatomy star Katherine Heigl; and chat and
performance from hip-hop superstar Diddy.

2010 FIFA WORLD CUP

Match Of The Day Live – Uruguay v France
Friday 11 June
7.00-10.00pm BBC ONE and BBC HD
Gary Lineker presents live coverage of the
Group A match between Uruguay and France
in Cape Town.

Formula 1 – Canadian Grand Prix

Guide
See page
20

S.J Satellites

From Fault Finding
to New Installations

Do you have a 1.9m/2.4m dish then
we can give you ITV/Ch4 coverage
24 hours a day!
Do you have a 1m /1.2m dish?
Then you too could now be watching
Ch4, ITV, Sky 3 and more?
Spanish TDT Over 30 channels.
Films, Sitcoms, Disney all
available in English.
Also Premiership/F1/Rugby and more.

Sunday 13 June
4.00-7.15pm BBC ONE
Jake Humphrey presents live coverage of the
Canadian Grand Prix.
With the season now seven races old, the
pressure is on the drivers and teams alike to
stay in contention for honours as the 2010
campaign continues to take shape
2010 FIFA WORLD CUP
Match Of The Day Live –

Spain v Switzerland

Wednesday 16 June
2.30-5.15pm BBC ONE and BBC HD

Contact Stephen on
660 288 403.
www.sjsatellites.com
Gandia to Torrevieja and Inland
ALICANTE inc INLAND.
FULLY LEGAL AND REGISTERED

*Installations from €175.00.

T

rader

SERVICES

Tradesmen and Services covering Valencia & Alicante Provinces

Want to save Money?
See page 2

www.currenciesdirect.com

PLUMBING & HEATING
Central Heating Oil - Gas

FORMER UK
MARSHALLS

Hot Water Heaters
Boilers fitted & Serviced
Bathroom - Kitchens
Irrigation - water softners
Deposits & Pumps

REGISTERED
CONSTRUCTOR
All aspects of building work

962135731/

30 years Experience 7 years in spain
Tel Mike 660784503 /962297363

and hard landscaping

P.S SERVICES

Our skilled team offer the following:

Home & Garden

Maintenance / Construction

Tel 902733633
Plumbing

Building Tradesman

BOCAIRENT &
ONTINYENT
BUILDERS

Authorised Dealer

Portfolio availbale

DETECTING WATER LEAKS

Contact Gary
678946301

Without destruction ;

To within the nearest centimetre, with the latest equipment
(Detectors+Cameras)
We locate+repair every water leak
inside & outside of buildings and
underground. Tel. 671 092 424

Electrical fault finding & installation
Plumbing
Painting & Decorating
Kitchen installation / reformation

Structural

www.tecfonta.com

Tel: 697626312 / 962200598

Contact Joe on 676041413
timber.designs@hotmail.com

POOL TECHNICIAN

Reforms & All Aspects
of Building work
including Electrical

FOR ALL YOUR POOL NEEDS

Pool Cleaning Contracts

€195 + IVA

Twelve weeks - One Visit every

Legally registered in Spain

week for 12 weeks at 25€

Six Months One visit every

CHAIN LINK FENCING
695427300

Rigid Perimeter
Fencing & Walls For a free
No Obligation Quote
Please visit

www.Billericky.com
or call 962 384 094
628 613 350

H UGGY’S T REE

S URGERY

Tree pruning or felling

by forestry approved
tree surgeon with unique
climbing ability.
Total service including logging
Excellent references available
Competitive rates.

FREE QUOTATIONS

PHONE

JIM 622 063 077
PAUL 690 126 152

Need an Extra Pair of Hands ?
Care Free

Maintenance

Garden Service, Pool Care
Weekly/Monthly Visit
Electrics, Carpentry
Plumbing. Building
Phone for free
no obligation quote
962201540 / 671443867

For all Advertsing
Enquires
Contact 902733622

I can help......From Light Building
and Painting to General Odd Jobs
or, Just a helping hand.....
Cheap Hourly rate Very Reliable
Chiva, Turis, Macastre,
Montserrat Areas
Call Mark 691235211

week for 6 months - 26 weeks
at 20€ - Yearly Contracts Availabe
Sand Filter Sevice - Pump
change - Pipework test
Tiling - Regrouting and more

Call Mike

660784503 / 962297363

SWIMMING POOL COVERS
Thermal pool Covers
Heavy Duty Covers

WANTED.
All types of solar equipment,
windturbines, generators,
panels, inverters, chargers,
batteries, etc, etc.

Made to measure

We also Repair pool covers
Free no obligation quote
12 months Guarantee

Call Anthony 618451146
Email anthonypoolcovers@hotmail.com

Also, solar hot water
equipment.
Cash waiting, Call 686 181 995.

Whatever your Trade
Wherever you are the place to
be seen is in the
THE Trader!
Tel

902733622

DEADLINE TO BOOK ADVERTISING SPACE
FOR THE JULY ISSUE IS JUNE 23rd

June 2010

www.thetraderonline.es

•

Tel 902733622

Tradesmen and Services throughout Valencia & Alicante Provinces
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Mention the Trader newspaper WHEN RESPONDING TO AN ADVERT

Structural Building
& Tiling & Reforms

C&G

BUILDERS,

REFORMS

All aspects of building work.floors,
roofs,tiling,kitchen,bathrooms fitted.
plumbing, rewires and dry lining.

Friendly service,and good on
your pocket.

CONTACT
CHRIS OR GARY.
TEL 965475509
MOB 695427300

Legally
Registered
in Spain

Removals & Storage
A&G TRADING Transport & Storage

UK, Spain,
Europe !
Covering all areas

7.5 tonne truck, Furniture Removals
Full loads, Half loads.

Spain to UK.
3 bedroom house contents and
belongings, From 1,950 euros.

“International pet transport.”
Truck, mid size and small vans
available for day hire with driver.
We can also take your pet, passenger
and even drive your car, fully insured.

Tel 618228928
a.gtrading@yahoo.co.uk

Tool & Plant Hire

General Services
Antiques & jewellery

GOLD WANTED

PRIVATE CASH
BUYER WILL PAY GOOD PRICE FOR ALL YOUR
UNWANTED SOLID GOLD ITEMS:- GOLD COINS

– BRACELETS – CHAINS CHARMS - NECKLACES – RINGS
– PENDANTS EVEN BROKEN JEWELLERY OR ODD ITEMS ANY
QUANTITY. BASED NEAR XATIVA BUT COVERING . INLAND
& COASTAL TRADER AREA . CALL NOW TEL/FAX

962132815 OR Mob659835036

Alternative Power

GENERATORS

5KVA, Silent running diesel

“CASH & CARRY PRICE 1,295
EUROS INC VAT

Electric start very economical
Part exchange considered
Solar compatable.
Auto start control available.
Delivery &
installation service.

Repairs, servicing
& rentals

Tel 962200170
663350787

Used generators

bought & sold!

Tel no: 618 228 928 email. a.gtrading@yahoo.co.uk

PC & Computers

Mini Digger Hire
WPH Plant hire

• 1.5 and 3 ton excavators
• Tippers, trailers, dumpers and motorized
wheelbarrows.
• Generators,pumps,concrete breakers and saws.
• Strimmers,brush-cutters and garden shredders.
• Wide variety of electrical tools.

UK 0044 7766693826

SPAIN UK SPAIN
Removals & Deliveries
Regular Trips undertaken

Call Michael 638127717 Xativa

Single items to full truck loads

CARS SERVICES

Why buy when you can hire

Jaguar Cleaning Services

Ring 628252483 for reasonable rates

Materials
TOP SOIL, WASHED GRAVELS,
SAND, BALLAST, TYPE 1, Etc.
Fast and reliable delivery service
covering most areas, reasonable rates.

GENERAL TRANSPORT SERVICES.

Tel 692790377
www.lenasparra.com

Email, Internet, Wireless setup
Anti virus & spy-ware
Installation and support
Hardware upgrades & backup
Microsoft certified engineer

Industrial-style home vacuum cleaning
De-Spider; De-Dustmite; De-Soot

Large Box Trailer available
Large car trailer available to
deliver your car or van safely

Tel 671797151

spainukspain@hotmail.co.uk
www.manwithavan.es

MAN WITH A VAN

Man & Large Van

Removals & Collections, House, Garage & Garden
Clearance Airport runs -All Areas covered
Free Quote, No Obligation

Tel 961105196/ 622276463

WANTED

Having a Clear Out? Moving
Home? Give us a call, we will take
it off your hands. GOOD PRICES
PAID Any Area throughout the
Costa Blanca
Tel 686198531

Basic Display
BOX 12.50 euros per month/

Tel 902733622

Recommended especially for asthmatics

Tel: Eugene 680 872 351
Valencia City and Suburbs

BREAKERS YARD
HGV, Vans, Cars, Bikes.
Most vehicle parts in stock.
Vehicle scrappage service.
Free pick-up and transfer.

Call 692790377.

Fencing & Gates

Y & H GATES
Excellent quality metal gates.

Made-to-Measure.
Decorative or Plain. All prices include
delivery and fitting.
Cheapest around. Tel: 692790377.

CHAIN LINK FENCING

Rigid Perimeter Fencing & Walls For a free No Obligation Quote
please visit www.Billericky.com
or call 962 384 094 / 628 613 350
http://icukfoodssl.yolasite.com

TOP TIPS
TOP TIP 1
Natural sulphur powder – azufre in Spanish – is a very useful product to have in
the garden shed. Firstly it is regarded as
an eco product and less hazardous than
the widely used manufactured chemical
copper sulphate. We use it weekly during the summer to dust tomato, pepper,
courgettes, squashes, melons and grape
vines against mildew and other fungal
spores. We dust it by partly filling and
old sock and shaking it lightly over the
plants. It can also be used in the autumn
as a dusting of soil being prepared for
planting vegetables to raise the soils
acidy and destroy unwanted micro organisms.
If you have a summer invasion of ants a
dusty of sulphur can help you get rid of
them.
Just one word of warning . Ensure you
store the box of sulphur powder in a dry
place as it can go lumpy if it gets damp.
For other simple solutions to insect and
fungal problems refer to the comprehensive sections in each of our books Your
Garden in Spain, Growing Healthy Vegetables in Spain and Growing Healthy
Fruit in Spain.
© Clodagh and Dick Handscombe
June2010

TOP TIP 2
Many buyers opt for an older town house
purchase, which can be a cheaper way
to own plenty of living space, often full
of character. It’s important to note however that some properties are also full of
wood boring insects and damp. A complete renovation will normally be costly
and hence reflected in the asking price,
but some faked up examples may look
OK on the surface, while hiding a multitude of sins.
-Always check exposed beams for signs
of insect attack (often small holes of
1mm diameter and/or larger holes of
around 3mm). If beam ends are friable,
what’s hidden in the walls is normally
worse. Surface treatment alone will rarely stop attack.
-If ceilings have been boarded over be
cautious! most Spanish and north European owners prefer exposed beams, so if
they have been covered up it may be for
good reason.
-Check other timber elements such as
windows and doors for attack, if they
have been replaced past infestation may
have been extensive and other hidden
timbers such as lintels may still be infested.
-Check lower walls and attic level ceilings for damp and staining. Most original
roofs leak, and despite the dry Spanish
climate leaking drains and water pipes
are a common problem in towns, giving a
constant supply of water to the ground.
Information provided by Mark Paddon
BSc Hons Building Surveying. MCIOB.
Free 17 page buyer’s guide available via
www.surveysspain.com T: 962807247
M: 653733066
Copyright Mark Paddon 2010
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Town House Vall De Gallinera
BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER
PRICE 99,000 euros
Property Exchange considered in
the Chesterfield or Alfreton area
(Derbyshire).
For more details

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Or contact the owner direct Mrs
Scutt on 96 6406505

Villa Bellus

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

SELL or Swap
Your Property
Direct
and Pay
NO Commission!

One off payment of 200 euros and we will advertisie your property
with your contacts details for 12 months. In Print and online.
For more information go to

Price: 189,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct Mr &
Mrs Norwood
(0034) 962293271 - 699758557.

Benidorm Apartment

June 2010

Tel 902733622

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Email info@thespanishpropertyshop.com
or Tel 672883784

10 metres from Poniente beach with
uninterrupted views acroos the entire bay.Apartment block set in private secure grounds with swimming
pool , lawns , basketball and play
areas. Underground parking space
+ 2 individual locked store rooms. (
Further parking space and 2 stores
available if required)90m2 Lounge
with panoramic window views of sea
, large sun terrace , kitchen 2 bedrooms and bathroom.
Fantastic Investment opportunity
rarely available in this residential
block - 320,000€

MAGNIFICENT DETACHED
VILLA / Pla De Corals

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

Price: 490,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct
634153664
Set in plot of 5000m2 with 497m2
of construction.
•

or contact the owner direct Pauline 634153664

Detached villa Genoves

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

Price: 249,000 euros.
Mortgage available
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct
evenings Carol Tel 962229026

Xativa – Farmhouse

Substantially reduced for quick sale
originally 345,000 – Now 285,000€
www.spanishpropertyshop.com

Contact Owner Direct
Tel 962282370

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Outstanding interrupted views
across the local countryside. Fully fenced with automatic gates
and rear entrance.
Large parking area with automated garage for 2 cars.
Multiple green houses , fitted
with solar and water systems,
Mains power throughout in addition to a solar energy installation
system.
PVC windows with persianas and
wrought iron grills.
Swimming Pool.
Sweeping staircase to upper
American style lounge / kitchen
and dining room , leading to large
double bedroom with a huge en
suite bathroom , 2 W.C´s and
dressing area.
Conservatory.
Easliy adapt to a country restaurant or hotel.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER

Catalunya. Semi -Detached Bungalow
PRICE 160,000 euros
Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool,
Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.
For more details view
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Or contact the owner direct
Alan Richardson

RODA GOLF & BEACH RESORT MURCIA

(0034) 977270968 or 627008302

BUSINESS PROPERTY FOR SALE OR FOR LET

BUY DIRECT FROM
THE OWNER

For Sale HISTORIC XATIVA SHOP

Business premises and living accommodation for
sale in the sought after historic quarter of Xativa. Situated in a busy pedestrian street en route to the twice
weekly Xativa market. Rare freehold opportunity and
is suitable for multiple purposes. The property offers
50m2 over 4 floors. In need of total refurbishment
but we are informed the roof has been replaced within the last 3 years.

Price: 270,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.
com
or contact the owner direct
Tel Vincens 696 476 429

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home with 2 bathrooms
and private terrace. Floor area
of 95 m². Ground floor property
with private underground car
park and storage room included
in the price. Communal swimming pools and lifts.

or contact the owner direct 618329511

FOR RENT

INDUSTRIAL UNIT IN XATIVA, poligono Cami
As seen in A place in the Sun

Estret, Near Eroski, 2 elevatiing doors, 400m2
1400 euos a month Tel 696476429

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

June 2010

www.thetraderonline.es

•

Tel 902733622
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Where do we Deliver
Inland & Coastal Trader

Front Entrance
Carrefour
GANDIA Valencia

Display advert
from 12,50 euros
a month
can you afford
not to!

Carrefour Distribution Points

Vinaros Restarante Croissanteria . Gandia / Front Entrance.
Carrefour Eliana Cafe
Carrefour Cocentaina Cafe
Carrefour Petera Sweet shop and Cafe
Carrefour Sagunto Cafe
Carrefour Paterna Cafe
Carrefour Villa Real Lottery
Carrefour Alzira Cafe
Carrefour Massanasa Cafe
Carrefour Onda Coffee Shop express
Carrefour Reus Carrefour
Carrefour Tarregona
Carrefour Tortosa
Carrefour Torredembarra

Barcelona
Tarragona

Download FREE www.thetraderonline.es
PROVINCE
ALBACETTE
Almansa
Caudete

PROVINCE
ALICANTE
Alcocer de
Planes
Alcoy
Alfafara
Algueña
Almudaina
Alqueria
d’Asnar (l’)
Banyeres
de Mariola
Beneixama
Beniarrés
Benifato
Benilloba
Benillup
Benimarfull
Benimassot
Biar
Cañada
Castalla
Cocentaina
Quatretondeta
Dénia
Elda
Famorca
Gaianes
Orxa (l’)
Millena
Monóvar
Muro de
Alcoy
Ondara
Onil
Pedreguer
Pego
Petrer
Planes
Salinas
Sax
Verger (el)
Villena

PROVINCE
BARCELONA
Sitges
Sant Pere
de Ribes
Cubelles
Castelldefels

Barcelona
City
Eixample
Raval
San Cugat
Borne
El Prat De
Llobregat
Les Corts
PROVINCE
CASTELLON
Alcalà de
Xivert
Benicarló
Benicasim
Burriana
Cabanes
Càlig
Castellón de la
Plana
Oropesa
del Mar
Peñíscola
San Jorge
Torreblanca
Useras
Vall d’Alba
Vila-real
Vinaròs
Province
Tarragona
Ampolla
Ametlla de
Mar
Cambrills
Flix
Ginestar
Mont Roig
Del Camp
Mora de
Ebre
Perrello
Rasquera
Reus
Riba Roja
D’Ebre
Roquetes
Tarragona
Tortosa
Vila Seca
Salou

PROVINCE
VALENCIA
Ador
Agullent
Albaida
Albal
Alberic
Alborache
Alboraya
Alzira

Alcúdia (l’)
Alcúdia de
Crespins
Aldaia
Alfafar
Alfauir
Alfarrasí
Algar de
Palancia
Algemesí
Alginet
Almiserà
Alpuente
Alqueria
de la
Comtessa
Andilla
Anna
Antella
Aielo de
Malferit
Aielo de
Rugat
Ayora
Barxeta
Barx
Bèlgida
Bellreguard
Bellús
Benagéber
Benaguasil
Benavites
Benetússer
Beniarjó
Beniatjar
Benicolet
Benifairó
de la
Valldigna
Benifaió
Benigánim
Benirredrà
Benisanó
Benissoda
Benisuera
Bétera
Bocairent
Bolbaite
Bonrepòs i
Mirambell
Bufali
Bugarra
Buñol
Burjassot
Canals
Canet d’En
Berenguer
Carcaixent
Càrcer
Carlet

Casinos
Castelló
de Rugat
Castellonet de la
Conquesta
Catadau
Catarroja
Corbera
Cortes de
Pallás
Quatretonda
Cullera
Chella
Cheste
Xirivella
Chiva
Chulilla
Daimús
Domeño
Eliana (l’)
Enguera
Ènova (l’)
Fontanars dels
Alforins
Foios
Font d’En
Carròs (la)
Font de
la Figuera
(la)
Gandia
Genovés
Gestalgar
Gilet
Godella
Godelleta
Granja de
la Costera
Guadasequies
Guadassuar
Guardamar de
la Safor
Jalance
Xeraco
Jarafuel
Xàtiva
Xeresa
Llíria
Losa del
Obispo
Llutxent
Llocnou
d’En
Fenollet
Llocnou
de Sant
Jeroni

Llanera de
Ranes
Llaurí
Llombai
Llosa de
Ranes (la)
Macastre
Manises
Manuel
Marines
Massamagrell
Massanassa
Meliana
Miramar
Mislata
Mogente/
Moixent
Moncada
Montserrat
Montaverner
Montesa
Montroy
Náquera
Navarrés
Novelé/
Novetlè
Oliva
Olocau
Olleria (l’)
Ontinyent
Otos
Paiporta
Palma de
Gandía
Palmera
Palomar
Paterna
Pedralba
Picanya
Picassent
Piles
Pinet
Polinyà de
Xúquer
Potríes
Pobla del
Duc (la)
Pobla de
Vallbona
(la)
Puig
Puçol
Quesa
Rafelbuñol/
Rafelbunyol
Rafelcofer
Rafel-

guaraf
Ráfol de
Salem
Real de
Gandía
Real de
Montroi
Requena
Riba-roja
de Túria
Rocafort
Rotglà i
Corberà
Rótova
Rugat
Sagunto/
Sagunt
Salem
Sempere
Serra
Siete
Aguas
Silla
Simat
de la
Valldigna
Sollana
Sueca
Sumacàrcer
Tavernes
de la
Valldigna
Teresa de
Cofrentes
Terrateig
Torrent
Turís
Utiel
Valencia
Vallada
Vallés
Villalonga
Vilamarxant
Villanueva
de Castellón
Villar del
Arzobispo
Yátova
Yesa (La)
Zarra
Gátova
San
Antonio de
Benagéber
Benicull
de Xúquer
And More

Catello de
Plana

Valencia

Inland & Coastal Trader
North Edition

Inland & Coastal Trader
South Edition

FREE

Private Classifeds

Monthly Advertising
Basic display ad

Alicante

3cmx6cm12.50€
4.6cmx6cm 18.50€
6cmx6cm 24.00€
6cmx9cm 33.00€

under 500€
25 words max.
surcharge 15c/pw
over 25 words
email
classifieds@inlandtrader.net

Based on min booking of 3 issues
For more info Call 902733622
Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

Car, property
Boats motors

Linage 20 c/pw
Display box + Photo
18.50€

Pick up your Free copy from Carrefour Supermarkets

at entance or in the Cafes - Macdonalds
- Cepsa Petrol stations Consum, Vidals,Eroski, - Intermache - Mas Y Mas.Kioskos English/ Spanish shops, bars & Restarants and lots more.

Full Edition available to download
www.thetraderonline.es
Tel 902733622
or drop us a line info@inlandtrader.net

Established 2004 The first Inland Newspaper in Valencia
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ADDITIONAL
WORLD CUP
PROGRAMMING
ON ITV

THE FIFA
2010 WORLD
CUP ON ITV
•ITV to broadcast 32 live games through tournament including England’s two opening games in
peak time
•Adrian Chiles leads an ITV World Cup team including Marcel Desailly, Patrick Viera, Edgar
Davids, Kevin Keegan, Gareth Southgate, Lucas
Radebe, Andy Townsend, Robbie Earle, Jim Beglin
and Craig Burley.
•ITV.com launches a new dual screen experience
for the World Cup – ITV Live – combining action
replays, real-time statistics, voting tools social
networking
•World Cup programming includes the new James
Corden’s World Cup Live on ITV1 and ITV4
ITV1 and ITV1 HD kick off coverage of the
2010 FIFA World Cup from South Africa, with
live coverage of from the opening game on
June 11th through to the World Cup Final on
July 11th. England’s opening two games,
against the USA on June 12th and Algeria on
June 18th, will both be broadcast live on ITV1
and ITV1 HD.
Adrian Chiles will front ITV’s coverage of the
World Cup, with Matt Smith also presenting
some games and highlights programmes.
They will be joined by a team of experts that
includes Marcel Desailly, Patrick Viera, Edgar
Davids, Kevin Keegan, Gareth Southgate, Lucas Radebe, Andy Townsend, Robbie Earle
and Craig Burley. For ITV’s coverage of the
opening ceremony and match, the team will
also be joined by another of South Africa’s
great sporting legends, Francois Pienaar.
ITV’s World Cup coverage will be presented
from a specially constructed studio overlooking Johannesburg’s stunning Soccer City, the
venue for matches including the opening
game and the Final, and the skyline of South
Africa’s largest city. ITV’s live World Cup coverage and highlights will be anchored from
the studio, whilst ITV’s commentary team
including Clive Tyldesley, Peter Drury and
Jon Champion, will live at the match venues.
ITV1 will broadcast a comprehensive onehour highlights programme on every tournament match day.
ITV Sport’s Gabriel Clarke will be based with
the England camp; Ned Boulting and Kelly
Cates will report the latest news throughout
the tournament across South Africa; and Jim
Rosenthal will be based inside the match venues for the big games where he will be joined

by special guests. ITV Sport’s reporting team
will be working with outside broadcast technology allowing them to report live into programming at any time.
For the first time, all of ITV1’s live games will
be broadcast in full ‘native’ high definition on
the new ITV1 HD channel, available on the
Freesat, Freeview, Sky HD, and Virgin Media
platforms.
ITV.com is also launching a brand new dual
screen experience for the World Cup – ITV
Live. The new online hub will allow viewers
to customise their own second screen experience to combine real-time statistics, choice
of action replays, voting and polls and social
discussion around one online hub.
www.itv.com/fifaworldcup will also be simulcasting all of the ITV games as well as offering highlights from every match of the 2010
World Cup. In addition all World Cup 2010
games will be available in ITV Player for viewers to catch up on action they miss from the
tournament.
ITV’s coverage of the FIFA 2010 World Cup
will be jointly sponsored by Hyundai and Lucozade Sport.
In addition to the live match coverage and
highlights from ITV Sport, ITV will broadcast
a range of World Cup themed programming
around the tournament.
James Corden’s World Cup Live will follow
every ITV1 evening match programme with
alternative World Cup insight reaction and insight. After every ITV1 evening match, James
will be joined by celebrity guests, a World Cup
legend, a studio full of fans, and his very own
human world cup wall chart. The show will
also feature exclusive interviews with some of
the biggest names in English football, as well
as regular updates of what’s really going on in
the England camp.
In World Cup Rock’n’Goal Years and Gazza’s
Tears – The Night That Changed Football,
ITV1 will revisit some of the best moments of
tournaments in the last three decades. And,
in Men Brewing Badly on ITV4, Neil Morrissey and Richard Fox aim to bring a taste of
England to South Africa as the budding brewers take a truckload of their own beer on a
journey through Africa, finishing at the World
Cup.

James Corden’s
World Cup Live
From June 12th, ITV1 & ITV4
Join James Corden for the alternative insight and reaction
to the 2010 FIFA World Cup
throughout the tournament.
After every ITV1 evening
match, James will be hosting the ultimate summer
long party, celebrating the
colour and fun of the World
Cup. Every night James will
be joined by celebrity guests,
a World Cup legend, a studio
full of fans, his friends and
family, and his very own human world cup wall chart.
The show will also feature
exclusive interviews with
some of the biggest names
in English football, as well as
regular updates of what’s really going on in the England
camp.

World Cup
Rock’n’Goal Years
Tx date tbc, ITV1
As the nation’s eyes are directed towards South Africa
for the 2010 World Cup World
Cup Rock’n’Goal Years relives
the excitement, the sights
and the sounds of four fantastic footballing summers
from recent years – 1986,
1998, 2002 and 2006.
From Mexico ’86, when
Bobby
Robson’s
squad
encountered Diego Maradona’s notorious Hand of
God; through to France ’98
when England’s tournament
ended in heartbreak after
David Beckham was sent off
against Argentina and Glen
Hoddle’s side lost on penalties to their old enemy; Japan
and Korea 2002, when Sven-

World Cup 2010 – Group stage game split
Friday 11.06.10

1500 South Africa v Mexico ITV1
/ ITV1 HD Johannesburg Soccer
City
1930 Uruguay v France BBCCape
Town

Saturday 12.06.10

1230 South Korea v Greece ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Port Elizabeth
1500 Argentina v Nigeria BBC Johannesburg Ellis Park
1930 England v USA ITV1 / ITV1
HD Rustenburg

Sunday 13.06.10

1230 Algeria v Slovenia BBC
Polokwane
1500 Serbia v Ghana ITV1 / ITV1
HD Pretoria
1930 Germany v Australia ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Durban

Monday 14.06.10

1230 Netherlands v Denmark
ITV1 / ITV1 HD Johannesburg Soc-

cer City
1500 Japan v Cameroon BBC Bloemfontein
1930 Italy v Paraguay BBC Cape
Town

Tuesday 15.06.10

1230 New Zealand v Slovakia BBC
Rustenburg
1500 Ivory Coast v Portugal ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Port Elizabeth
1930 Brazil v North Korea ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Johannesburg Ellis Park

Wednesday 16.06.10

1230 Honduras v Chile ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Nelspruit
1500 Spain v Switzerland BBC
Durban
1930 South Africa v Uruguay BBC
Pretoria

Thursday 17.06.10

1230 Argentina v South Korea
ITV1 / ITV1 HD Johannesburg Soccer City

Goran Eriksson took charge
of the side; and Germany
2006, when the WAGs rather
than the football dominated
the headlines and England’s
fortunes faltered against Portugal and a winking Ronaldo.

World Cup
Rock’n’Goal Years is
a four part series.
Tx date tbc, ITV1
Gazza’s Tears – The Night
That Changed Football
Twenty years on from one of
football’s most iconic matches, ITV1 revisits England’s
1990 World Cup semi final
match against Germany in
Gazza’s Tears – The Night
That Changed Football.
The one-hour documentary
– which features Paul Gascoigne speaking candidly
about the match and his relationship with Bobby Robson tells the story of that dramatic night in Turin as Robson’s
team took on their old foes
in the Stadio delle Alpi for
a chance to make their first
World Cup final since 1966;
revisiting the moment that a
teary eyed Gazza was sent
off the field; and the penalty
shoot out that would haunt
the national team for years
to come.
The programme features new
interviews with other members of the team including
Terry Butcher, Paul Parker,
Peter Shilton and David Platt
as well as Bobby Robson’s
son, Mark.
Gazza’s Tears – The Night
That Changed Football also
revisits the impact of the
game from the fan’s perspective; examining how Italia 90
and that match in particular
helped rejuvenate English
football after one of its most
troubled periods during the
1980’s.

Cup in South Africa 2010. The
budding brewers are taking a
truckload of their own brand
beers, as well as some from
other British Micro-breweries
on a 3000 mile road trip in
a seven ton temperamental
truck from Dar Es Salaam,
through the dangers and delights of Tanzania, Malawi,
Zambia, Botswana and into
South Africa, finishing at the
World Cup.

Soccer Aid
Sunday June 6th, ITV1
Two star-studded squads of
footballing legends and celebrities from England and
the Rest of the World take on
one another in an electrifying
football match all in aid of
UNICEF, the world’s leading
children’s organisation.
The brainchild of Robbie Williams and UNICEF UK, this
year’s event will be hosted
by Dermot O’Leary, and features Robbie Williams, Zinedine Zidane, Danny Cipriani,
Damian Lewis, Ricky Hatton,
Alan Shearer, David Seaman,
Teddy Sheringham, Martin
Keown, Nicky Butt and Jamie
Redknapp playing for England while Michael Sheen,
Mike Myers, Ronan Keating,
Gordon Ramsay, Brian Lara,
Joe Calzaghe, Jens Lehmann,
Henrik Larsson and Ryan
Giggs play for the Rest of the
World.
Harry Redknapp will be managing the England team,
with James Corden assistant
managing and Bryan Robson
as coach. The Rest of the
World team will be managed
by Kenny Dalglish, with Ian
Rush as assistant manager
and Eric Harrision as coach.
World famous referee Pierluigi Collina will oversee the
match.

Men Brewing Badly
Thursdays from May 27th
ITV4
This new series sees Neil
Morrissey and Richard Fox
on a mission to bring a taste
of England to the FIFA World

Date/Time /Match /Broadcaster/Location

1500 Greece v Nigeria BBC Bloemfontein
1930 France v Mexico BBC
Polkowane

Friday 18.06.10

1230 Germany v Serbia BBC Port
Elizabeth
1500 Slovenia v USA BBC Johannesburg Ellis Park
1930 England v Algeria ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Cape Town

Saturday 19.06.10

1230 Netherlands v Japan ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Durban
1500 Ghana v Australia BBC
Rustenburg
1930 Cameroon v Denmark ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Pretoria

Sunday 20.06.10

June 2010
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1230 Slovakia v Paraguay BBC
Bloemfontein
1500 Italy v New Zealand ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Nelspruit

1930 Brazil v Ivory Coast BBC Johannesburg Soccer City

Monday 21.06.10

1230 Portugal v North Korea BBC
Cape Town
1500 Chile v Switzerland BBC Port
Elizabeth
1930 Spain v Honduras ITV1 /
ITV1 HD Johannesburg Ellis Park

Tuesday 22.06.10

1500 Mexico v Uruguay ITV1 /
ITV1 HD or ITV4 Rustenburg
1500 France v South Africa ITV1 /
ITV1 HD or ITV4 Bloemfontein
1930 Nigeria v South Korea BBC
Durban
1930 Greece v Argentina BBC
Polkowane

Wednesday 23.06.10

1500 Slovenia v England BBC Port
Elizabeth
1500 USA v Algeria BBC Pretoria
1930 Ghana v Germany ITV1 /

ITV1 HD or ITV4 Johannesburg
Soccer City
1930 Australia v Serbia ITV1 /
ITV1 HD or ITV4 Nelspruit

Thursday 24.06.10

1500 Slovakia v Italy ITV1 / ITV1
HD or ITV4 Johannesburg Ellis
Park
1500 Paraguay v New Zealand
ITV1 / ITV1 HD or ITV4 Polkowane
1930 Denmark v Japan BBC
Rustenburg
1930 Cameroon v Holland BBC
Cape Town

Friday 25.06.10
1500 Portugal v Brazil BBC Durban
1500 North Korea v Ivory Coast
BBC Nelspruit
1930 Chile v Spain ITV1 / ITV1 HD
or ITV4 Pretoria
1930 Switzerland v Honduras ITV1
/ ITV1 HD or ITV4 Bloemfontein

June 2010
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Valldigna Golf Society
Foressos Golf 18 May 2010
We had our second best turnout ever when we played on
Tuesday 23 March at Foressos. 26 players turned out including two new prospective
members who were most welcome. One of these was our
first Spanish player Juan Marsanet Marti from Simat de la
Valldigna, the first of many
we hope. Playing conditions
were ideal with a light breeze
keeping the real heat out of
the sun while the course was
almost back to its best.
Despite a lot of players having had their handicaps cut
there was again evidence of
the ‘same old faces picking
up the prizes’. The message
is clearly that the rest of us
need to get our acts together.
The winner for the second
month running was Peter
Nunn with 36 points followed

by Keith Tomkins, Mike Fitzgerald and Graeme Clark.
Keith Tomkins also picked up
over €100 as the rollover on
the lost balls sweep.
I had previously made mention that a ‘redundant’ set of
clubs, had been raffled in January but that the new owner
Stephen Forster had had no
more luck with them than
the original owner. However
it would seem that Stephen
has been out practising as he
returned a very creditable 33
pts in the day.
Our next meeting at Foressos
will be on Tuesday 15 June
when we shall have an earlier
start at 9aml.
Anyone interested in playing
in our competitions and who
would like to join the society
should telephone Ed Butler
on 659 487 646 or send an
email to valldignagolfsoc@
hotmail.com.

Levante Golf Society
Friday 21May 2010 Oliva Nova Golf Course

The results of the meeting
were:1st Peter Nunn (18) 36pts
2nd Keith Tomkins (10) 35pts
3rd Mike Fitzgerald (13) 34pts
4th Graeme Clark (12) 33pts

Nearest the pin winners were
Andrew Pilkington, Keith
Tomkins, Peter Nunn and Peter Lane. The prize presented by Mick Newman for the
best points score on the par
threes was won by Tony Dunn
with a meteoric rise from Duffer of the day last month.
This month Duffer of the Day
was Tony Rolfe who took the
prize instead of paying a serious forfeit!!

JAVEA GREEN BOWLS CLUB
Sponsored by MATRIX 35 finance & Europa
Network
he Spring Triples Club competition took
place over three days last week, made
possible by the kind sponsorship of Matrix finance, with each individual game played over
12 ends.
The players were unanimous in their praise
for the organisational skills of Ken Davey,
Match Secretary, who even managed to give
us 3 glorious days of sunshine as well as an
excellent bowls competition!
It seemed that the scene was set on the very
first morning when “Just Made It” (Jonathan
Barr, Maggie Richardson and Norman Richardson) romped away to a 22 shot difference
over their first 12 ends played in this contest.
By the end of the 1st day, “Match & More”,
Carol Davey, Ken Ayling and Ken Davey were
hot on the heels of “Just Made It” and shared
the top spot.
The single session on Tuesday saw Norman’s
team pull ahead by gaining the win over Ken’s
team. It then seemed to be a one horse race,
with the other 5 teams now vying for 2nd
place.
But there’s nothing certain in this game and
on the very 1st session of the last day saw
“Dead Loss” (Phil Woodhead, Richard Watson
and Jan Cockcroft) spoil the clean sheet of
the leaders despite being 10 – 1 down at the
8th end.
They scored 10 points in the last 4 ends to
win by 1 point – how dramatic was that?
The last session saw “Just Made It” just make
it by winning their final game, giving them a
total of 4 wins over the contest, which could
not then be equalled. They were the worthy
winners.

T

Photo: L to R – Warren Hutson; Brian Clark-Sutton; Sue Patterson;
Stuart Aitchinson; Vaughan Dillon; Martin Gates (kneeling).

T

oday’s conditions
were marvellous
with
magnificent
weather and the
Oliva Nova course,
notwithstanding the
temporary green on
the 15th, in tip-top
condition providing
lush fairways and
consistent greens.
Consequently, scoring was high in a
mixed
Stableford
format of singles,
contributing to the
Player of the Year
competition,
and
some match play
games within the Sid
Smith Trophy competition.
In our regular ‘2s’
competition
there
were two winners,
Anne Edwards and
Martin Gates; in a
magnificent gesture
they both donated
their winnings to the
Charity Fund. The
Captain was very
happy with their generosity! Nearest the
Pin on the 3rd hole
was Stuart Aitchinson whilst Martin
Gates was nearest
on the 16th. Stuart also won today’s
guest prize with 37
pts off a handicap
of 30 (with slope).
In Division 1 Anne
Edwards won with
41 pts off 13; Dave
Wright was second
(39 pts off 21) whilst

one of our new members, Vaughan Dillon,
was third with 36 pts
off 17. A magnificent
44 pts by Sue Patterson won her the
Division 2 title (now
4 shots lighter with
her new handicap of
34!) whilst Warren
Hutson was second,
on count back from
Brian Clark-Sutton,
with 37 pts; Warren
was off 26 and Brian
off 29.
Our next meeting is
at Alicante on Friday
4 June 2010 at 9 am
for administration.
This will be a regular Stableford game
contributing to the
annual Player of the
Year competition.
Levante Golf Society is a friendly
society that meets
fortnightly, on a Friday, for competitions
that take the form
of formal and fun
days. Arrangements
have been made
to play various golf
courses throughout
the region including
Alicante, Bonalba,
La Sella, Olive Nova,
El Bosque, El Plantio
and Villaitana at Benidorm. Should you
be interested in playing with or joining
our little group then
please visit our web
site at www.levantegolfsociety.com.

•

Tel 902733622

Pego Golf
Society
May 25th 2010

In last week’s report I
said that the Oliva Nova
course was in stunning
condition – I now realise
that, to prevent escalating hyperbole, I need to
reset the bar; the course
this week was even better than last week but
having reset the bar
I can only describe it
as excellent – the tees
were immaculate, the
fairways were pristine
and the greens were
fast and true – I can’t
speak for the rough as
that was an area of the
course I managed to
avoid! A total of 38 players, which included 7
guests (many of whom
are seeking membership of the society)
were welcomed by our
captain, Brian ‘logo on
the right breast’ West
and were privileged
to play on such a well
presented course in
sublime playing conditions. Today’s competition was a singles
Stableford and, lacking
the requisite number
of low handicappers,
prizes were awarded
to the top three finishers in the revised two
divisions. The seven
guests more than justified a Guest Prize, with
Donna Green (whose
character assessment
of male companion is
a little suspect!) clearly
winning it with 39 stableford points off a handicap of 14; an honour-

21
didn’t!)
There
were
three
matches played in the
second round (wonder
what that feels like?)
of our Summer Knockout Competition; the
aforementioned Ronnie
‘losing finalist last year’
Webb beating John
Nicol by 4 & 3, Donal
Murphy thrashing Paul
Singh by 2 & 1 and, in
a closely fought contest
which contained some
exquisite golf, Steve
Hewitt beating Ian Robertson 3 & 2.
The prize winners in the
major competition were
as follows:
Division 1 (handicaps
up to 18.4)
Third – Sam Salmon
with a well managed 37
points off 14.6
Runner up – Colin Foster with a handicap
reducing 40 points off
8.5
Winner – Mike ‘and
about time too’ Holloway with a fantastic
42 points off a soon to
be slashed handicap of
9.9
Division 2 (Handicaps
18.5 and above)
Winner – Thelma ‘newly wed’ Saul with 38
points off 32.3
Runner up – Bill ‘cack
handed baseball grip’
Pike with 36 points off
20.1
Third – Trevor ‘lovely
boy’ Nash with a rather
embarrassing 32 points
off 19.1
A few words about Stevie Patton’s conversion
of his tee shot for a 2
on the 6th. Having selected a rescue club

able mention must be
given to Malcolm Nash
for his 37 points off 10
(ish) and congratulations are in order for his
hammering by 6 & 5 of
Patrick Lynch in a side
match. The other losing guests were Larry
Ryder (now a new member), John Boxall, Peter
Cornes, Lyn Rees (an
absolutely
charming
valley girl – are there
any other kind?) and
husband Mike (who
didn’t go home empty
handed as he managed
to fluke a 2 for a share
of the 2’s pot!)
Captain West once
again called upon Ronnie ‘bursting with pride
from beating John Nicol’
Webb to announce the
winners in the ‘fun’
competitions.
There
were four 2’s, garnered
by Stevie Patton (more
of which later), John
‘same old, same old’
Chessher and guests
Donna Green and Mike
‘you can take the boy
out of the valley etc’
Rees. There were 114
BIW’s, which number
was correctly guessed
by Barry ‘his handicap’s
finally caught up with
him’ Levett with Les
Hall and David Pointer
being nearest on either
side.
The Nearest the Pin
prizes were won on the
3rd by Donna Green
(and if you’ve been
paying attention you
will have noticed she
converted for a 2) and
on the 16th by Donal
Murphy (who, if you’ve
been paying attention,

The next competition
at Oliva Nova will be
on Tuesday, June 1st
with the first tee time
at 8:50, registration at
8:15. Details may be
found on our website,
the address of which
is
www.pegogolfsociety.net. (Don’t forget
to check the play list
on Friday to make sure
your name is included if
you want to play!)

Now Open
Country Gardens is Back! Bigger and Better
See our new Hanging Basket area
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many items at HALF PRICE
Tables and Chairs 30% reductions
Indoor Vases buy 1 get 1 free
Outdoor pots buy 2 get second half price.
Patio Heaters were 210 € Now 109 €
Solar Lighting Massive reductions
Water Features 20% off

ENGLISH SHOP

Country Coffee Shop
•
•
•
•

Cream Teas
Toasted Teacakes
Light Snacks
Come along relax and enjoy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The final result being:
WINNERS: Jonathan Barr, Maggie Richardson
and Norman Richardson
SECOND PLACE: Carol Davey, Ken Ayling and
Ken Davey
THIRD PLACE: Phil Woodhead, Richard
Watson and Jan Cockcroft.
A great friendly, but competitive contest enjoyed by all and rounded off with an al fresco
lunch prepared by Jan and her catering staff.
Delightful.
By Dave Wood

to see him safely over
the burn, he managed
somehow to steer his
very poorly hit shot
into the left greenside
bunker; from a dubious
lie therein he blasted
his ball to within three
feet of the pin, where
it bounced twice and
rolled into the hole (it’s
odd that he never pulls
off shots like that when
he’s partnering me in
match play!) Captain
West closed the presentations by saying that
our upcoming match
against La Sella is fully
subscribed and that we
have a full team for the
Costa Blanca League
‘end of season’ tournament. He then gave us
details of the upcoming (June 21st) Alicante
Golf Expat Tournament
and informed us that
the committee ruling
on conflicts arising
from playing a match
in conjunction with our
stableford competitions
will be posted on our
website.

Heinz Beans only 55c
Cheaper that UK
English Bread 1.49 €
Pataks Sauces 1.99 €
Good selection of Frozen foods
Households products
Wonderful selection of greeting
cards
Chocolates sweets and crisps

Open Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun 10 am / 2pm
Need inspiration for your garden try
Country Gardens Landscape
& design service.

MINI DIGGER AND
DRIVER FOR HIRE

Shop 965825754

Mobile 639590102

T

rader

Classifieds

Tel 902733633

FREE CLASSIFIEDS under 500€
MAX 25 WORDS PER ADVERTISER
Over 25 words excess charged at 15 c/pw
Email classifeds@inlandtrader.net
Goods over 500€, cars motor bikes, boats trailers etc etc
Business related, property for sale or for rent 20 cents c/pw

Tel 902733622

FOR SALE

lDV DAF CONVOY
crewcab dropside tipper.
2.4diesel. 3500kg. 2005
reg. 18000kms.Warranted.6 seater.motd.april2011.
taxed Oct 2010.Factory
fitted with tow bar. ex
council so high standard of
service history. Just drove
this from Scotland loaded,
used no oil or water & very
little diesel. Any independent inspection welcomed.
Excellent condition, 3990€
for quick sale. First to see
will buy. Tel.642243711.
situated near Tortosa area.
Ref 170june
16 “RAILWAY SLEEPERs” 2 .5 metres long by
25cm by 25cm bought as a
job lot for garden borders,
these are surplus to requirements. Ideal as garden
borders and steps. Will separate. Buyer collects 22Euros each tel. 962360830 or
mobile 685605489 Ontinyent area.ref June
PALM TREES, Pheonix
Canadiense 2yrs old approx. 1.2mtrs high 15Euros, 3yrs old approx 2mtrs
30Euros, more mature
palms available. Can deliver free within 5km radius of
Ontinyent. Tel 962360830
mob. 685605489 Ref June
MAHOGANY GLASS
cabinet with 3glass shelves
& lighting110€, Double
pine
wardrobe,sliding
doors & 2 drawers 85€, 2
wrought iron chairs-soft &
table 105€.
Tel 962843919
4 SEATER CORNEr
unit settee with pooffe
modern style can be used
separate excelent condition 200 euros Castilla, Tel
655133131
BRAND NEW swimming
pool180€, Satalate dish 1.9,
200€, 2 adult bikes 80€
2electric heaters 80€. Tel
962134823
GENTS ROAD cycle 16
speed index gears new
spare tyre pump water bottle helmet choice of pedals
tripmetre vgc €120.00 mobile 615320405
LASER 4.2M sailing
boat. Needs tiller and the
odd bits. Boat is fine. “No
Trailer.” Bargain at 375€.
Tel 965977015
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
LARGE
DESIGNER
Curved Glass Shower
Screen, white curved tray,
end panel, shelves, wooden
duck board, never installed,
cost £250. €175 ono. Tel
689170226
2 PINE UK single beds
and Pine Master fully
sprung mattresses hardly
used with duvets and

bedlinen as new. €100.
Tel: 965 978874/669 61 51
85 (Pinoso).
.........................................
HEAVY ROTORVATOR
GWO 175€, Generator 4kv
vgc 250€, Petrol waterpump water filter system.
vgc 150€, 2 SCOOTERS
good cond 1 aprilia 1 peugeot 350€, Tel 608818477.
SKY DIGIBOX, Pace
DS430N, 70€, 1 metre
dish 25€. DVD player 20€.
Electric stove 55€. Tel
962831578 Piles.
3 SECTION ALUMINIUM ladder 3.6m extends to
9m new price over 400€
good condition 150€, Tel
693468261.
THREE INTERNAL light
wood doors. 72 x 203cm,
72 x 201cm (half glazed),
72 x 185cm, including
furniture. 30€ each. Tel:
687628854.
A PAIR OF LEFT HAND
Drive (dip to right) headlamps for a Landrover Discovery 1994-98. 100€. Tel
696227339
TRAILER, As New, German, STEMA GmbH, Galvanised, Suspension, Jockey, Frame, Cover, Mounted
spare wheel (€950 in 2009)
John (Xativa) 634157206
BLACK LEATHER 3
SEAT sofa 100€, Karcher
pressure washer 30€, 2
brown leatherette bean
chairs 40€ Tel 696141493
Albaida
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
ELECTRIC OVEN 25€,
electric extractor hood
10€, Blue metal bunk beds,
no mattresses 25€. Tel962200151 or 676041413
L’Olleria
ESTUFA: modern look,
solid cast iron, large single pane glass door 59cm
x 38cm. used for only one
winter, good condition. Total dimensions - 68cmH x
55cmD x 69cmW. Buyer
collects. Tel-962200151 or
676041413 L’Olleria.
SWIMMING POOL intex 7.50x 3.60x1.20 complete with pump & filter
also insulation boards.
400 ono can deliver Tel
664715624.
SAFETY OUTFIT, as
new. Suit, L. Hard Hat, Ear
defenders, Safety Gloves
and steel toe cap boots,
Low Price, 100 euros. Tel.
962214144. Nr. Xativa.
FREEDOM MICROLITE
caravan pop-up roof 2berth
awning grill sink fridge
new curtains/flooring ideal
beach fishing spare room
600€ offers. tel: 617836923
Ref May
SONY ERICSSON Mod-

el K530i (mobile) - 18
months old, works perfectly, but has a few of the
usual scratches expected
on a used phone. A really
nice phone and comes with
charger. (we used it on the
Yoigo network). Bargain
price 40€ - Call Andrew
961105196
DIGITAL TV AERIAL
– good condition. 10€ Horse Saddle – with stirrups good condition. 50€
- Call Sandra 961105196
KIPPOR DIESEL GENERATOR - (Model DG
6LE) – 65€ (can be delivered for reasonable price).
18 months old. Engine
works perfectly, but it
needs a new starting motor and key ignition switch.
Ideal for person with mechanical experience. Perfect also for spare parts if
you already have a kippor.
Call Andrew 961105196
GAS RANGE COOKER
5 RING & OVEN. WHITE
V.G.C.
€80:00
TEL
962127696 / 626999666
COMPLETE KARAOKE
equipment. Includes TV
Screen, Speakers, Lights
and approx 50 discs. 400
Euros o.n.o Tel 977493661
or 690029053
PEAVEY XR600B 800
watts 6 channel Mixer
Amp. 2 speakers with 2 x
12” Plus tweeters. Stands
and Leads. 1 Boom mic
stand. 350€ Beneixama
965979368/654774025
DOUBLE WARDROBE
light cane with mirrored
doors & 2 drawers. 40€,
Kitchen
table
70cm
chrome & teak with 2
matching chairs. 40€, Ontinyent 960707653
TWO SW350 WIND turbines 24v together will
make 48v 450€each
merlom 100 ltr electric
water boiler 50€, near muro
de alcoy Tel 619813343
//////////////////////////////////////
BOILER BUTANO/PROPANO
cointra-godesia
70€ ono. Motorcycle boots
mxdiadora 37, 20€. Helmet
acu approved, 55/56, 15€;
trousers maxequipe 26”,
15€; rollerblades 42/43 10€.
Alberic Tel 626094052.
SKY SATELLITE system
1.9 dish with twin lnb. 25
meters cable. Sky box. Can
be seen working. Delivery
possible at cost. Xativa.
450€ Tel 637257333
OVAL COFFEE TABLE (glass top) 15€, Slow
cooker 18€, Pine flr corner cupboard 15€. Electric oil rads 22€, Lumbar
chair (cost 1800) 350€. Tel
667757843 sax
R/C TRAINER PLANE,
5 foot wingspan, futaba
radio, 2 engines, 12 volt
power panel, everything to

get you going, 250€ Tel.
696254795
WAECO 60ltr gas,mains
or 12 volt fridge 250€. Sony
vaio fz21z laptop with blu
ray 450 euros, boxed as
new.Tel 666273321
2 x BEDSIDE
cabinets chest drawers+tall
drawers115€,
computer
desk+chair 70€, 2x wooden sun loungers + cushions
95€. Tel 657204760 sax
CHROME POOL ladders,
steps. Excellent condition.
60€. Tel 618467961 xativa
SKI JACKET mens size m
wed’ze black. Ski trousers
boys grey wed’ze 14yrs
20€ each or 35€ for both
excellent condition. Tel
664482327
SONY TV VHS combo,
20” silver, remote 70€
and playsonic tv 20” silver, remote. 50€. Will sell
both for 100€. Microphone
shure 58. 50€. Tel. 628 43
53 39 oliva
PACE sky box €45. Tel
622136629
SKY+ DIGIBOX 80 gb
for sale in good condition
complete with instruction
book and remote 85 euros.
Tel 666333313 castalla
SKY BOX and sky card; 2
sky boxes and 1 card free
channels. We need a office chair,wardrope,rustic
coffeetable. Would you
like to swop? Ontinyent,
618406614
//////////////////////////////////////
GAS BUTANO/propano
boiler cointra-godesia little used. Details cip-11(es)
g30/31-28-30-37
mbar.
70€ ono. Alberic area. Tel
626094052
J M L steam cleaner,
bought on the 10th feb not
needed Cost 77.99€. Selling for 45€ Tel 96 284
3919
WOODBURNER, freestanding corner woodburner, with canopy and
stainless steel flue. Buyer
collects. Offers. Tel: 96
558 7748 (near denia)
WHIRLPOOL washing
machine 5 kilo load 1000
spin speed €50.00 domena press sp2000 €60.00
both good condition call
661260510
TALL CABINET with
glass doors, vgc,120€, 2
chest of drawers,30€ &
80€ ,ladies mountain bike,
30€. Tel 962730106 (lliria)
2 BICYCLES 1 male 12
gears. 1 female 10 gears.
Rayleigh usa make. Very
good condition. 40€ Tel.
961648404. Lliria area.
BOSH JIGSAW 35.00,
makita router + bits 100.00,
jerry cans 15€
(each)
makita belt sander 45.00,
+ various other tools, call
roger on 962850498
WOOD BURNING FIRE

- cassette type in-built fan
height 22 inches width
25 inches depth 16 inches
glass broken only 75€.
Telephone
663031188
(ondara)
MENS 2 PIECE dainese
motorcycle leathers. Size
52,blue/black/white.
Matching avg helmet size
m. Excellent condition.
250€ ono Tel 647586574
Alberic.
SELECTION of good
quality adult and childrens
books and dvds in english
over fifty items - plus other bric a brac items, tea set,
plates, ornaments etc. 30€.
suit car booter. Alborache
area Tel 962508208
BANDSAW on sturdy
stand with wood and metal
blades. 9in. Throat, 50€.
Tel. 962807579
RECLINNING armchair.
Dark ruby Colour. Two
years old good condition.
cost over 600€, selling for
225€ sax tel: 678 620 659
2.4M
SATELLITE
DISH with 2 Pace Digiboxes, 500€, Round
marble
outside
table
and 4 chairs,100€,Good
quality Chest of Drawers 100€,Tel.962730106
(Lliria)
SONY TV VHS COMBO,
20” Silver, remote 70€.
PLAYSONIC TV 20” Silver, remote. 50€ or both for
100€. Microphone Shure
58. 50€. Tel. 628435339
Oliva
HP IPAQ HX4700 Handheld PC, Colour screen,
3GB of memory, wifi enabled lots of programmes
installed, complete with
docking cradle, 50€ Tel
627180542
ASPES IDEAL LA143
washing
machine.
in
V.G.C. 120€. 2 stand alone
oil filled elec.radiators
V.G.C. 12€, Round table & 4 chairs, 60€, Tel
966500121Cocentaina
5.5K HONDA GENERATOR, petrol/gas conversion, remote start. Recently
serviced, good working order. €500 Tel: Pam or John
on 965 528 671 or 696 731
290Castell de Castells
EDESA fridge freezer,
White ,good condition,
90€.Bluesky, mobile aircon
unit/de-humidifier,120€
.TILER 50ltr water heater, new element 80€ Tel
647503841
2 TWO SEATER SOFAS
gold colour 200€ Solid teak
table and 4 chairs 160€
Cane patio suite 120€. Tel
966424196 or 630476947
Denia.
MIG WELDER with gas
bottle works well 120€.
compresa (industial size)
needs new switch box 80€
655622320 Xativa

/////////////////////////////////
2 GENERATORS for
sale. Petrol and Diesel. Tel
977457017.
CIRCULAR SUN canopy
approx 2m 50€, Gas fridge
freezer, hardly used. 400€.
2.3 KVA petrol generator immaculate condition,
hardly used. 150 € . Montroy 665348772.
SEWING
MACHINE
free to good home. Old but
works well Tel 962254274.
Xativa area
CURTAINS. English Nets.
Beige, Leaf Pattern, Scalloped Bottom. As New.3
Pieces Each 112 Wide X 90
Inch Drop.10€ Each. Digital Ariel,Excellent Condition 20€ Oliva 617534221
ROCA toilet & cistern,
basin & pedestal incl. taps
& shower mixer.70€. pego.
965571756
CENTRAL HEATING/
HOT WATER BOILER.
Tifell 27.30 KW in perfect working order complete with 1,000 litre fuel
tank.
275€
complete.
Tel
965562089
Mob
618586896
LOG BURNER ,second
hand, two years old, cassette type, cast iron, Bronpi
Sevilla 14kw, two speed
blower, 500 euros. Buyer
collects, Xativa area, Tel
962210291.
OFFICE CHAIR gasrise,swivel castors 11€.
Dog Transport Cage new
Condition 54€ Electric
Dehumidifier 38€. Dental
Chair 125€. Vertical Drill
stand 8€ Tel 966498884
//////////////////////////////////
BRICK/TILE
SAWSTIHLTS400 . 3.2.kw Motor (Petrol) 4.3 HP Weight
9.4Kg as new 1.100
euro sell for 400€ o.n.o.
Tel:962386126 Ontinyent
FULL SIZE ENTEBE Table Tennis table in excellent condition. 150€ o.n.o.
KING SIZE bed, antique
pine 50€ Pace Sky+ digibox 100€, Flymo garden
vac 15€, Bosch kettle 10€
Tel 696141493 (Albaida)
BOSCH, drill 20€, Bosh
saw 20€, Bosh Plainer
15€, Bosh grinder 20€ Tel
962135038 Ontinyent
CHICKENS VORWERKs
trio and light sussex pol
Tel 965 529 715 Onil
BLACK & DECKER
electric strimmer, €20, Ladies mountain bike €50,
Gas bottles,€15 each, Phillips 32” colour tv €110
Mattress, king size, €110,
Michelin moto x tyres, Tel
654089728.

WANTED
POOL filter and pump
required for 8x4 m pool.
Must be excellent working
condition. Will collect.
Tel: 965 531813
GON gas for Mig Welder
tel.620100269 Lliria
DIESEL GENERATOR.
5Kva min. Uk resident/
holiday villa. Can collect.
Murcia & Alicante & surrounding. Contact Debbie
: Uk 07720 841494, 0044
1474 363446, email debsdame@maritime12.freeserve.co.uk.
STATIC CARAVAN 2
bed min. double bed. bunk
beds. quad bike. l’ametlla
area. Tel 676927175
WANTED: Toyota Landcruiser, 5 doors, right or
left hand drive, with title, cash in 24 hours. Tel
626507159, llasat@yahoo.
com

pets
HOME wanted for two
18months female cats
both been spayed and have
friendly quiet nature tel
666 998805
SMALL cross 4 1/2 years
old, also very good with
other dogs, good natured,
chipped and has passport.
They can be seperated Contact Karen 687 619 363
GOOD home wanted for
a Japanese Akita. Very affectionate male, very good
with children. Owner returned to Ireland and we
are looking after him temporarily. We already have
two dogs so are unable to
keep him. Tel 617588201
DOGS can be viewed
at Salinas at Lezsonjas
boarding kennel.
Tel
677343653
FREE PETS
CLASSIFIEDS
If you are looking for a
home for an animal and
are not charging then the
advert is free. Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

PERSONAL
Are there any Astrology
Groups
Ontinyent/Xativa? If not, Do you have
knowledge? Would enjoy
meeting monthly? Discuss
a chart? carola.robbins@
yahoo.co.uk
Educator required for nursery boy in his home to improve English skills in Sitges area. Tel.696713635.

Email

classifeds@inlandtrader.net

25 words for Free
Private goods for sale under 500 euros ONLY
1 BOTTLEExcess
OF ARcharge 15 cents per word

T

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

5m BOMBARD RIB
EXPLORER DB
6.500 € ono
Mercury 60 hp engine (tilt, trim )
Electric start, Spot lights, all
round light. Light board. Fish
finder. Fully registered.
Bramber roll on, roll off trailer.
Perfect for fishing or skiing.
Contact Bill:
608667519 or 977059141.

Representitives required in
The Provinces of Valencia
Alicante, Castellon, Tarragona
Barcelona
Must be car owner, Previous
sales experience an
advantage but not essential.
Good people skills, and
committed individuals need
only apply
Contract plus commision
Full Training
Good potential growth
Tel 634153664

Ref June

lDV DAF CONVOY crewcab dropside tipper.2.4diesel.3500kg. 2005 reg.
18000kms. Warranted. 6 seater.motd.
april2011. taxed Oct 2010.Factory fitted
with tow bar. ex council so high standard
of service history. Just drove this from
Scotland loaded, used no oil or water &
very little diesel. Any independent inspection welcomed. Excellent condition,
3990€ for quick sale. First to see will buy.
Tel.642243711. situated near Tortosa
area. Ref 170june

....................................................
HONDA PRELUDE for sale
1992. Right hand drive Automatic
Spanish registered ITV till August
127800 miles. new water pump and cam
belt Michael. 630 845 953 ref 168
..............................................................
SKODA FABIA 1.9TDI 2007
Light metallic blue, excellent condition,
24,000 kms Black interior, manual, left
hand drive, spanish plate 8,500.00 euros
ono tel 665209525 ref169
................................................................
TRAILER (German) 2m x 1m x
.35m/.7m STEMA B6075 (€950 Bauhaus
2009) Extras - Jockey Wheel, Parking
Post, Steel Extension Frame, All Weather
Cover, Spare Wheel, Excellent Condition.
€499 John (Xativa) Tel 634157206 john.
stephen.thompson@gmail.com Ref April
................................................................
Mercedes a-class 17” alloy wheels
With good tyres. 205/40 x z17. And
studs Excellent condition.Fit most mercedes €325. Ono. Details and pictures
Telephone. 962838529. Oliva
................................................................

Motor adverts

20 cents per word per issue
BOX ADVERT WITH PHOTO
18,50 PER ISSUE

Tel 902733622

WE are in need of branch manager and
sales representative for immediate employment. email benjamin sutherland at
recruitemanager@hotmail.com for more
information ref apr
..............................................................
Consultants Required For National Pre
Paid Funeral Plan Company Age/Experience Not Important But Caring And
Pleasant Personality Full Training And
Support Telephone 966284373 Or Send
Cv To Info@Blenheimconsultancy.Com
................................................................

Household non business releated
classifieds are free
up to 25 words and upto 500 euros
per advertiser per issue.
If you wish to advertise more there
is a surcharge of 15 cents per word.

PROPERTY
LINAGE
FOR SALE
FOR RENT

20 cents per word
Email

classifieds@thetraderonline.es

Tel 902733622

LOW
COST
Storage

SHORT &
LONG TERM rates
Tel 962280634

WANTED.
All types of solar equipment,
windturbines, generators,
panels, inverters, chargers,
batteries, etc, etc.

Also, solar hot water
equipment.
Cash waiting, Call 686 181 995.

STAMPS WANTED

Hi I am fourteen and have just
started stamp collecting
so if you have any stamps
from any where in any condition would you consider sending them to me please.
I don’t have any money but i
can pay for the postage to me.
Please call Lizzie on
672883797

rader

PROPERTY

CATALUNYA. Semi -Detached Bungalow. Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool, Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.
160,000 euros/ Tel owner
Alan
Richardson
(0034)
977270968 or 627008302
Ref Mar11
FLIX,Tarragona.Pretty 92m2
farmhouse.4 hectares land
with water,solar panels.Easy
reach shops,train,airport.135,
000.00 euros.Tel. 622250057
Ref June10
LUXURY VILLA FOR
SALE Oliva/Gandia. Luxury
5bed villa. Built to exceptional
standards. 3baths, C/H, D/G,
A/C, autoalarm, electric gates.
10x5 pool. Low maintenance
private garden with views to
mountains. Huge 7car garage. Valued €500K. Accept
€299K. Easy access to absolutely everything. Ideal large
family or anyone who wants
village life. 658497289 Ref A
Nr
XATIVA,
Country
house, 2/3 beds. – 160,000eur
646488976
ref apr
OWN HOUSE VALL DE
GALLINERA 35 mins from
Oliva Beach The centrally
heated accomodation comprises of a large groundfloor
room which has potential for
more rooms and/or storeplace.
2 double bedrooms one with
annexe sitting room. Fully
fitted Kitchen, Living Room,
Breakfast Balcony and Terrace. Price 99.000 euros or
Property Exchange considered
in the chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire)For more
details and photos go to www.
thespanishpropertyshop.com
to view Or contact the owner
direct Tel Mrs Scutt on 96
6406505 ...................REF.sps
BUSINESS for sale. First
class supermarket and internet
cafe. Ideal for a couple to run.
For sale due to owners retirement. To include all stock.
60,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510
ref
tscah
GROUND floor 3 bed. apartment with private courtyard.
Furnished.
79,000
euros
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
OLIVA4th floor apartment,
no lift, large with 4 beds.
69,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ..........ref tscah
MONTE PEGO, Spectacular
views, reformed apartment,
95,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
OLIVA BEECH, 2 bed.
ground floor apartment with
parking. 91,000 euors Tel
962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
BELLA VISTA, 3 bed villa
with pool. Needs TLC. but
great bargain. 176,000 euros.
Tel 962856034 /962853510

www.currenciesdirect.com

ref tscah
LA FONT, 3 bed apt.,
good condition with private
30m2 terrace. 79,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 .........
ref tscah
OLIVA, massive reduction,
beautifully reformed 3 bed
t/house in very good area,
lovely terrace 110,000 € Tel
962856034
/962853510.ref
tscah
NEAR OLIVA town hall,
150m2 4bed t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good condition.
116,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 .............ref tscah
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3bed t/house, terrace
leading from master bed, with
fabulous views of mountains.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
FANTASTIC
BARGAIN,
Oliva Nova Golf, I bed
luxury apt. on this exclusive
development,good
rental income, 136,000€ Tel
962856034 /962853510 ....ref
tscah
BARGAIN VILLA, due to
personal reasons this 2 bed
beautiful villa at Les Fois is
offered for very low price
of 139,000 € negotiable. Tel
962856034 /962853510 ref
tscah
XATIVA – Stone Built
Farmhouse 3 Beds 2 baths
Completely reformed. CH .
AC . All mains . ADSL. Bar .
Pool.Hot Spa. Feature gardens
289.000€ - 962282370
XATIVA Town –Top quality 4 bed 1st floor apartment.
CH AC . 2 parking spaces ,
must be viewed – 269.000€ 962282370
GENOVES Nr Xativa – 3 bed
3 bath det villa. Ch.AC. Fully
modern. Pool. Garage & outbuildings. Bargain at 359,000€
- 962229026
COTTAGE for sale in the
lovely area of Casinos. 2/3bed,
1 bath, kitchen, lounge. 95m2
living space, Mains water &
electric. 85,000eur.(Ref 3718)
Tel 962728066
VILLA to be finished in Villar del Arzobsipo, two floors,
7 beds, 2 baths. 3000m2plot,
260m2built. Deposit water,
electric has to be solar &/or
genny. 79,000eur.(Ref 3747)
Tel 962728066
BEAUTIFUL 5 bedroomed
villa in Villar del Arzobispo,
recently reformed, spacious
lounge, kitchen with diner, one
bath, 5 double beds. Terraces,
pool. Mains utilities. Great
value. 135m2 living space,
1100m2 plot. 129,000eur.(Ref
4048) Tel 962728066
PROPERTY with potential in Villar del Arzobsipo,
mains water and electric can
be connected. Two building
on one plot & pool. 3000m2

Want to save Money?
on your transfers See page 2

plot, 150m2+50m2 built.
40,000eur.(Ref 3662)
OLD DOMENO,great location, casita of 1 bed, 1 bath,
kitchen with fantastic views.
Mains water, electric can be
connected. 40m2 built, 500m2
plot. 29,000eur (Ref 3948) Tel
962728066
VILLARdel
Arzobispo,
4 double bed, big lounge,
kitchen, 1 bath, mains water,
solar+genny electric. Ready to
move in. 800m2 plot, 100m2
living sp. 99,950eur (Ref
3892) Tel 962728066
BUGARRA, new build, 3 double beds, 1 bath,kitchen,lounge.
110m2living sp, 2500m2 plot.
Beautiful views, ready to move
in. Mains water, genny electricity. 99,000eur(Ref 3968 )
VILLAR del Arzobispo, 3
double beds, poss to extend
it, 1 bath, kitchen, lounge.
Mains water, mains electric.
Outbuildings. Very good access, 5 min into the village.
110m2 living sp, 4000m2 plot.
120,000eur(Ref 4018) Tel
962728066
BUILDINGPLOT for sale
in a residential area in Camp
Lliria. The last one available.
Mains water connected, possible to connect mains electric. Ideal for wooden chalets.
4,600m2. 20,000eur(Ref 3505)
Tel 962728066
PEDRABLA house to be finished, mains water and mains
electric, 1km into the town,
lovely views, good access.
2/3 beds, bath, lounge, opened
kitchen. All materials included
in the price. Very good value.
80,000eur(Ref 4046) Tel
962728066
BEAUTIFUL
Reformed
House 270m2 in the unique
village of Tollos nr Cocentaina. Full details see www.
houseforsalecostablanca.
co.uk 235,000€ o.n.o Tel 0044
1173770125 T34
MONTROY
BARGAIN
READY TO MAKE YOUR
OWN €109,000
Great opportunity. to buy a ‘beautiful
house 686671653 TS
ALBORACHE
€194,000
*Large Town House with 2
self contained Apartments * 5
beds* 2 Bathrooms* 2 Kitchens* Patio* €700/m rental potential* Tel 691235211
ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah,
10,000m2 plot. Landscaped
gardens, private forest area,
large Driveway parking for
5+ cars, almond orchard, 10 x
5 filtered pool. On two levels,
down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen
dinner lounge. Upper level 4
bedrooms, Kitchen breakfast
room. Large lounge and terrace. Bathroom. swimming
pool 10 x 5 filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000

Tel 902733633

–asking Price 320,000€ Tel
618329511
ONTINYENT
TOWN
HOUSE, 280 m square partly
reformed, mortgage availble
to transfer 130,000 euros. Tel
618329511
APARTMENT
XATIVA
ALL MOD CONS 4 BED
SPACIOUS small terrace,
245.000 euros Tel 634154280

RENTAL
ONTINYENT Long term
rental villa. 4 bedrooms.
Swimming pool available
Long term only from September 650 euros per month Tel
618329511
..............................................
XATIVA Farmhouse 3 bedroom Long Term rent. From
September. Swimming pool
spacious. 750 euros per month
Tel 618329511
...............................................
Property adverts 20 cents per
word Email us today

www.thewarehousespain.com

Boats

Advertise your
Property in print
and on the web for
6 months
100 euros plus i.v.a
For more details
Tel 672883784

Now you have a choice

Adios Telefonica. Hello BT
Tel 902733633
Further information
Mon-Fri 10am-1.30 & 5pm-8pm
BT Mobile phone
Packages to suit business & Families.

BT USB Internet 24,50 € a month plus i.v.a

Line Rental 13,97 a month plus i.v.a

ADSL Broadband Internet packages
10 euros off every month for the first 6 months

ADSL BT GO + Spanish Calls 36.50€
includes 2000 mins of calls in Spain.
• Free wireless router
• Up to 6Mb ADSL Broadband Internet
• 2000 minutes of Spanish landline calls (any excess charged at 3 cents/min) Europe* calls 4
cents/min
• Calls to Spanish mobiles 10 cents/min***
• Free 50Mb Web Subdomain
• Free email account
• Panda 2009 Antivirus + Firewall

Total cost 36,50€ a month plus i.v.a

26,50€ for the 1st 6months

ADSL + Europe + Spanish calls 42,90€
Includes 400 mins of calls to UK and Europe
Landlines plus 1000 mins of calls to Spanish
Landline.
• FREE wireless router
• Up to 6Mb ADSL broadband Internet
• 400 minutes of Europe* calls (any excess charged at 3.2
cents/min)
• 1000 minutes of Spanish landline calls (any excess
charged at 3 cents/min)
• Calls to Spanish mobiles 10 cents/min***
• Free 50Mb Web Subdomain
• 4 Free email accounts
• Panda 2009 Antivirus + Firewall

Total cost 42,90€ a month plus i.v.a
32,90€ a month for the 1st 6months
BT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT SPAIN

